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PERIOD RELATIONS FOR AUTOMORPHIC INDUCTION AND
APPLICATIONS, I
JIE LIN
Abstract. LetK be a quadratic imaginary field. Let Π (resp. Π1) be a regular
algebraic cuspidal representation of GLnpKq (resp. GLn´1pKq) which is more-
over cohomological and conjugate self-dual. In [Har97], M. Harris has defined
automorphic periods of such a representation. These periods are automorphic
analogues of motivic periods. In this paper, we show that automorphic peri-
ods are functorial in the case where Π is a cyclic automorphic induction of a
Hecke character χ over a CM field. More precisely, we prove relations between
automorphic periods of Π and those of χ. As a corollary, we refine the formula
given by H. Grobner and M. Harris of critical values for the Rankin-Selberg
L-function Lps,Π ˆ Π1q in terms of automorphic periods. This completes the
proof of an automorphic version of Deligne’s conjecture in certain cases.
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Introduction
Special values of L-functions play an important role in Langlands program.
Numerous conjectures predict that special values of L-functions reflet arithmetic
properties of geometric objects. Most of these conjectures are still open and hard
to accessible.
On the other hand, concrete results on special values of L-function appear more
and more in automorphic settings. For example, In [Har97], M. Harris constructed
complex invariants associated to certain automorphic representations and showed
that the special values of automorphic L-function could be interpreted in terms of
these invariantes. We believe that these invariants are fuctorial for automorphic
induction, base change and endoscopic transfer. This article treats the case of
automorphic induction of Hecke characters over a CM field.
Let K be a quadratic imaginary field and F be a CM field which is a cyclic
extension of K of degree n. Let χ be a regular conjugate self-dual algebraic Hecke
character of F satisfying Hypothesis 4.1. For Ψ any CM type of F , a complex
invariant ppχ,Ψq can be defined and called a CM period. It is defined as ratio of
two rational structures on a cohomological space of a Shimura variety associated
to pχ,Ψq.
Put Π “ Πpχq the automorphic induction of χ from GL1pAF q to GLnpAKq. We
assume n is odd at first. In this case, the cuspidal representation Π is regular,
algebraic, cohomological and conjugate self-dual. For each integer 0 ď s ď n,
M. Harris has defined P psqpΠq a complex invariant which is called the automor-
phic period. It is defined as Petersson inner product of a rational element in the
coherent cohomology of a Shimura variety associated to Π.
Our main result is the following:
P psqpΠq
ppχˇ,Φs,χq
is an algebraic number where Φs,χ
is a CM type of F which depends only on s and χ.
More precisely, we obtain that
P psqpΠq
D
1{2
F`
GpεKq
´rn
2
sppχˇ,Φs,χq
is an element in Epχqˆ
where DF` is the absolute discriminant of F
`, εK is the Artin character of A
ˆ
Q
with respect to K{Q, GpεKq is the Gauss sum of εK and Epχq is a number field
associated to χ. The above relation is moreover equivariant under action of GK .
We refer to the subsequent sections for this notion.
The idea of the proof is simple. Let η be an auxiliary Hecke character of K.
For certain integer m, M. Harris has interpreted Lpm,Π b ηq in terms of P psqpΠq
and some explicit factors for an integer 0 ď s ď n.
On the other hand, Lpm,Πb ηq “ Lpm,χb η ˝NL{Kq. Blasius has shown that
the latter is product of ppχbη˝NL{K,Ψq with some simple factors and an algebraic
number for a CM type Ψ (c.f. Proposition 1.8.1 of [Har93]). From the construction
of CM period, we know that CM periods are multiplicative. Therefore, we obtain
relations of automorphic periods of Π and CM periods of χ provided that the
special value of L-function is non zero.
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What remains to do is that for every integer 0 ď s ď n, find a proper character
η such that P psqpΠq involves in a non-vanishing special value of L-function of
Π b η. The existence of η follows from careful calculation and the non vanishing
of L-function follows from results in [Har07].
Let us mention that the conditions for χ is indispensable. Since P psqpΠq is only
defined for representations which descend to a unitary group of sign pn ´ s, sq at
infinity, the conjugate self-dual algebraic condition and Hypothesis 4.1 are needed
for applying results of base change. The regular condition allows us to find certain
m (which will be called a critical value in the text) for every integer 0 ď s ď n.
When n is even, Π is no longer algebraic. We can modify Π and get similar
result. More details can be found in section 4.3.
These relations of periods lead to a refinement of the formula of Lpm` 1
2
,ΠˆΠ1q
by H. Grobner and M. Harris. Here Π1 is a cuspidal representation of GLn´1pKq
which satisfies the same conditions as Π. In [GH], it is proved under regular
conditions that Lpm` 1
2
,Π ˆ Π1q equals to some archimedean local factors times
automorphic periods up to multiplication by an algebraic number. Therefore, if
both Π and Π1 come from Hecke characters, we can now substitute the automor-
phic periods by CM periods. On the other hand, Blasius’s result also gives an
interpretation of Lpm ` 1
2
,Π ˆ Π1q in terms of CM periods. Combining the two
equations, we obtain that the product of these archimedean factors equals to a
power of 2pii up to multiplication by an algebraic number.
Note that the archimedean factors only depend on the infinite part of Π and Π1.
This formula should apply to more general pΠ,Π1q which do not necessarily come
from Hecke characters. This is true for almost all pΠ,Π1q in the settings of [GH].
We assume Hypothesis 5.2 to avoid the only exceptional case where m “ 0. We
believe that this Hypothesis is always true but we have not found a proof at this
moment.
It follows that Lpm ` 1
2
,Π ˆ Π1q equals to a power of 2pii times automorphic
periods up to multiplication by an algebraic number.
Let us now turn to the setting of motive. Deligne has conjectured in [Del79] that
the critical value of L-function of a motive equals to a power of 2pii times Deligne’s
period up to multiplication by an algebraic number. In [Har97], M. Harris has
constructed a motive associated to the representations Π and Π1. In [GH], the
authors have shown that the product of the automorphic periods appeared in the
formula of Lpm` 1
2
,ΠˆΠ1q consist formally with Deligne’s period. We then deduce
a proof of an automorphic version of Deligne’s conjecture in our case.
Acknowledgement. I would like to express my sincere gratitude to my advisor
Michael Harris for suggesting this problem and approach, for reading and cor-
recting earlier versions carefully, and for his exemplary guidance, patience and
encouragement. I would also like to thank Harald Grobner for helpful conversa-
tions. This article relies highly on their works.
1. CM period
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1.1. Notation.
We fix an embedding Q¯ ãÑ C.
Let F` be a totally real field of degree n over Q and F be a quadratic imagi-
nary extension of F` and hence a CM field. We denote ΣF (resp. ΣF`) the set
of complex embeddings of F (resp. F`). Let ι P GalpF {F`q be the complex
conjugation.
For z P C, we write z¯ for its complex conjugation. For σ P ΣF , we define
σ¯ :“ ι ˝ σ the complex conjugation of σ.
Let Φ be a subset of ΣF . We say that Φ is a CM type if Φ Y ιΦ “ ΣF and
Φ X ιΦ “ ∅. We fix tσ1, σ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σnu a CM type of F . It follows that all the
complex embeddings of F are σ1, σ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σn, σ¯1, σ¯2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σ¯n.
Let χ be an Hecke character of F , i.e. a continuous complex valued character
of FˆzAˆF . We assume that χ is algebraic, namely its infinity type χ8pzq is of
the form
nś
i“1
σipzq
ai σ¯ipzq
bi with ai, bi P Z.
We assume moreover:
‚ χ is motivic, i.e. ai ` bi “ ´wpχq which is an integer independent of i.
‚ χ is critical, i.e. ai ‰ bi for all i.
We can then define Φχ, a unique CM type associated to χ, as follows: for each
i, σi P Φχ if ai ă bi, otherwise σ¯i P Φχ. In this case, we say that χ is compatible
with Φχ.
Since χ is algebraic, one can define Epχ8q, a number field, as in p1.1.2q of
[Har93]). It is a field of definition of a certain line bundle of a Shimura variety (see
the appendix of [HK91] for more details). We denote by Epχq the field generated
by the values of χ on AF ,f over Epχ8q. It is still a number field. We may assume
that Epχq contains of F .
For every σ P GQ :“ GalpQ¯{Qq, we can define χ
σ as the composition: χσ :
AF
χ
ÝÑ Epχq
σ
ÝÑ Q¯. It is easy to see that χσ depends only on σ|Epχq which is in fact
an embedding of Epχq into Q¯. We denote the set of embeddings of Epχq into Q¯
by ΣEpχq as for the field F . For σ P ΣEpχq, we take rσ to be any lift of σ in GQ. We
define χσ to be χrσ. Obviously, it does not depend on the choice of rσ. Note that
the set tχσ, σ P ΣEpχqu is the same as the set tχ
σ, σ P GQu.
For s a fixed complex number, pLps, χσqqσPΣEpχq is an element in C
ΣEpχq. More-
over, when σ runs over all the elements in ΣEpχq, Lps, χ
σq takes over all the values
in tLps, χσq|σ P GQu. Finally, we identify C
ΣEpχq with Epχq b C by the inverse of
the map which sends tb z to pσptqzqσPΣEpχq for all t P Epχq and z P C.
More generally, let E be a number field and tapσquσPGQp resp. AutpCqq be some
complex numbers which satisfy that
apσq “ apσ1q if σ|E “ σ
1|E for any σ, σ
1 P GQ (resp. AutpCqq p˚q.
We can define apσq for σ P ΣE as previously. Sometimes we simply write paqσPΣE
instead of papσqqσPΣE . It is an element of E b C.
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Definition 1.1. Let E 1 be a subfield of C, we say A „E;E1 B if one of the following
condition is satisfied:
(1) A “ 0,
(2) B “ 0 or
(3) both A,B P pE b Cqˆ with AB´1 P pE b E 1qˆ Ă pE b Cqˆ.
Moreover, we simply note „E;Q by „E.
Remark 1.1. Note that this relation is symmetric but not transitive. More pre-
cisely, if A, B, C P EbC with A „E;E1 B and A „E;E1 C, we do not know whether
B „E;E1 C in general unless the condition A ‰ 0 is provided.
Remark 1.2. The given identification E b C – CΣE is a morphism of algebras
where the multiplication on the latter is the usual multiplication through each co-
ordinates. This fact implies the following lemma:
Lemma 1.1. Let E 1 be a subset of a number field E. Let papσqqσPAutpCq and
pbpσqqσPAutpCq be some complex numbers which satisfy p˚q. Hence papσqqσPΣE and
pbpσqqσPΣE can be defined.
We assume bpσq ‰ 0 for all σ. It is equivalent to saying that pbpσqqσPΣE P
pE b Cqˆ.
We have papσqqσPΣE „E;E1 pbpσqqσPΣE if and only if
τ
ˆ
apσq
bpσq
˙
“
apτσq
bpτσq
for all τ P AutpCq with τ |E1 “ Id and all σ P AutpCq.
Remark 1.3. If we have moreover
apσq
bpσq
P Q¯ for all σ, we can replace AutpCq by
GQ in the above lemma.
In this article, we shall consider the action of GK :“ GalpQ{Kq but not the
action of GQ where K is a quadratic imaginary field. We fix K a quadratic
imaginary field and an embedding K ãÑ Q¯. We write ι : K ãÑ Q¯ its complex
conjugation, i.e. ιpzq “ z¯ for all z P K where c or ¯ stands for complex conjugation.
Let E be a number field containing K. We denote ΣE;K the set of embeddings
of E into C which is trivial on K. For papσqqσPGK some complex numbers which
satisfy that apσq “ apσ1q if σ|E “ σ
1|E for any σ, σ
1 P GK , we can define apσq
for σ P ΣE;K by taking σ˜ any lift of σ in GK and defining apσq to be apσ˜q. Let
bpσqσPGK be some complex numbers with the same property. We assume bpσq ‰ 0
for all σ P GK .
Definition-Lemma 1.1. We fix σ0 P ΣE;K and assume
apσ0q
bpσ0q
P Q.
We have papσqqσPΣE;K „E;K pbpσqqσPΣE;K if and only if
τ
ˆ
apσ0q
bpσ0q
˙
“
apτσ0q
bpτσ0q
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for all τ P GK .
In this case, we say a „E b equivariant under action of GK. In particular,
we have
apσq
bpσq
P E for all σ P GK .
Remark 1.4. If we fix σ0 : E ãÑ Q and identify E with its image, the condition
τ
ˆ
apσ0q
bpσ0q
˙
“
apτσ0q
bpτσ0q
implies that
apσ0q
bpσ0q
P E. Therefore, apσ0q „E bpσ0q in the
sense that the two complex numbers equal up to multiplication by an element in
E.
Bearing in mind that the notation papσqqσPΣE;K „E;K pbpσqqσPΣE;K is the same
with that a „E b equivariant under action of GK. Both notation will be used for
reasons of convenience.
1.2. CM period. Let χ be a motivic critical character of a CM field F . For any
Ψ Ă ΣF such that Ψ X ιΨ “ ∅, one can associate a non zero complex number
pF pχ,Ψq which is well defined modulo Epχq
ˆ (c.f. the appendix of [HK91]). We
call it a CM period. Sometimes we write ppχ,Ψq instead of pF pχ,Ψq if there is
no ambiguity concerning the base field F .
The CM periods have many good properties. We list below some of them which
will be useful in the following sections.
Proposition 1.1. Let F be a quadratic imaginary extension of a totally real field
F` as before. Let F0 Ă F be a CM field.
Let η be a motivic critical Hecke character of F0, χ, χ1, χ2 be motivic critical
Hecke characters of F , τ P ΣF an embedding of F into Q¯ and Ψ a subset of ΣF
such that ΨX ιΨ “ ∅. We take Ψ “ Ψ1 \Ψ2 a partition of Ψ. We then have:
(.) pppχ1χ2q
σ,ΨσqσPΣEpχ1qEpχ2q „Epχ1qEpχ2q pppχ
σ
1 ,Ψ
σqppχσ2 ,Ψ
σqqqσPΣEpχ1qEpχ2q .
(.) pppχσ,Ψσ1 \Ψ
σ
2 qqσPΣEpχq „Epχq pppχ
σ,Ψσ1 qppχ
σ,Ψσ2 qqσPΣEpχq .
(.) pppχσ, ιΨσqqσPΣEpχq „Epχq ppppχ
ιqσ,ΨσqqσPΣEpχq .
(.) ppF ppη ˝NAF {AF0 q
σ, τσqqσPEpηq „Epηq ppF0pη
σ, τ |σF0qqσPEpηq.
Remark 1.5. (1) The first three formulas come from Proposition 1.4, Corol-
lary 1.5 and Lemma 1.6 in [Har93]. The last formula is a variation of the
Lemma 1.8.3 in loc.cit. The idea was explained in the proof of Proposition
1.4 in loc.cit.
(2) The Galois group GQ acts on ΣF by composition. Since we have assumed
that Epχq contains a normal closure of F , we see that if σ P GQ fixes Epχq,
then it acts trivially on ΣF . Therefore, we may define an action of ΣEpχq
on ΣF .
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Before proving the above proposition, let us introduce the definition for period
associated to special Shimura datum.
Let pT, hq be a Shimura datum where T is a torus defined over Q and h :
ResC{RGm,C Ñ GR a homomorphism satisfying the axioms defining a Shimura va-
riety. Such pair is called a special Shimura datum. Let ShpT, hq be the associated
Shimura variety and EpT, hq be its reflex field.
Let pγ, Vγq be a one-dimensional algebraic representation of T (the representa-
tion γ is denoted by χ in [HK91]). We denote by Epγq a definition field for γ. We
may assume that Epγq contains EpT, hq. Suppose that γ is motivic (see loc.cit for
the notion). We know that γ gives an automorphic line bundle rVγs over ShpT, hq
defined over Epγq. Therefore, the complex vector space H0pShpT, hq, rVγsq has an
Epγq-rational structure (for the definition of a rational structure, see section 3.2),
denoted by MDRpγq and called the De Rham rational structure.
On the other hand, the canonical local system V ▽γ Ă rVγs gives another Epγq-
rational structureMBpγq onH
0pShpT, hq, rVγsq, called the Betti rational structure.
We now consider χ an algebraic Hecke character of T pAQq with infinity type
γ´1 (our character χ corresponds to the character ω´1 in loc.cit). Let Epχq be
the number field generated by the values of χ on T pAQ,fq over Epγq. We know
χ generates a one-dimensional complex subspace of H0pShpT, hq, rVγsq which in-
herits two Epχq-rational structure, one from MDRpγq, the other from MBpγq. Put
ppχ, pT, hqq the ratio of these two rational structures which is well defined modulo
Epχqˆ.
Suppose that we have two tori T and T 1 both endowed with a Shimura datum
pT, hq and pT 1, h1q. Let u : pT 1, h1q Ñ pT, hq be a map between the Shimura data.
Let χ be an algebraic Hecke character of T pAQq. We put χ
1 :“ χ ˝ u an algebraic
Hecke character of T 1pAQq. Since both the Betti structure and the De Rham
structure commute with the pullback map on cohomology, we have the following
proposition:
Proposition 1.2. Let χ, pT, hq and χ1, pT 1, h1q be as above. We have:
pppχ, pT, hqqqσPΣEpχq „Epχq pppχ
1, pT 1, h1qqqσPΣEpχq
Remark 1.6. In Proposition 1.4 of [Har93], the relation is up to Epχq;EpT, hq
where EpT, hq is a number field associated to pT, hq. Here we consider the action of
GQ and can thus obtain a relation up to Epχq (see the paragraph after Proposition
1.8.1 of loc.cit).
For F a CM field and Ψ a subset of ΣF such that Ψ X ιΨ “ ∅, we can de-
fine a Shimura datum pTF , hΨq where TF :“ ResF {QGm,F is a torus and hΨ :
ResC{RGm,C Ñ TF,R is a homomorphism such that over σ P ΣF , the Hodge struc-
ture induced on F by hΨ is of type p´1, 0q if σ P Ψ, of type p0,´1q if σ P ιΨ, and
of type p0, 0q otherwise. By definition, pF pχ,Ψq “ ppχ, pTF , hΨqq. We can now
prove Proposition 1.1:
Proof. We keep the above notation. All the equations in Proposition 1.1 come
from Proposition 1.2 by certain maps between Shimura data as follows:
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(1) The diagonal map pTF , hΨq Ñ pTF ˆ TF , hΨ ˆ hΨq pulls pχ1, χ2q back to
χ1χ2.
(2) The multiplication map TF ˆ TF Ñ TF sends hΨ1, hΨ2 to hΨ1\Ψ2.
(3) The complex conjugation HF Ñ HF sends hΨ to hιΨ.
(4) The norm map pTF , htτuq Ñ pTF0, htτ |F0uq pulls η back to η ˝NAF {AF,0.

The special values of an L-function for a Hecke character over a CM field can be
interpreted in terms of CM periods. The following theorem is proved by Blasius.
We state it as in Proposition 1.8.1 in [Har93] where ω should be replaced by
ωˇ :“ ω´1,c (for this erratum, see the notation and conventions part on page 82 in
the introduction of [Har97]),
Theorem 1.1. Let F be a CM field and F` be its maximal totally real subfield.
Put n the degree of F` over Q.
Let χ be a motivic critical algebraic Hecke character of F and Φχ be the unique
CM type of F which is compatible with χ.
For m a critical value of χ in the sense of Deligne (c.f. Lemma 3.1), we have
Lpχ,mq „Epχq D
1{2
F`
p2piiqmnppχˇ,Φχq
equivariant under action of GQ where DF` is the absolute discriminant of F
`.
Remark 1.7.
(1) Let tσ1, σ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σnu be any CM type of F . Let pσ
ai
i σ
´w´ai
i q1ďiďn denote the
infinity type of χ with w “ wpχq. We may assume a1 ě a2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě an.
We define a0 :“ `8 and an`1 :“ ´8 and define k :“ maxt0 ď i ď n |
ai ą ´
w
2
u. An integer m is critical for χ if and only if
(.) maxp´ak ` 1, w ` 1` ak`1q ď m ď minpw ` ak,´ak`1q
(c.f. Lemma 3.1).
(2) D
1{2
F`
is well defined up to multiplication by ˘1. More generally, if tz1, z2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , znu
is any Q-base of L, then detpσipzjqq1ďi,jďn „Q D
1{2
F`
.
Lemma 1.2. If F` and F 1` are two number fields with degree n and n1 such that
F` X F 1` “ Q, then D
1{2
F`F 1`
„Q pD
1{2
F`
qn
1
pD
1{2
F 1`
qn.
Proof. Letσ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σn denote all the embeddings of F
` into C and σ11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σ
1
n1 all the
embeddings of F 1` into C. For 1 ď i ď n and 1 ď j ď n1, define τij : F
`F 1` Ñ C
with τij |F` “ σi and τij |F 1` “ σ
1
i. We take tz1, z2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , znu any Q-base of F and
tw1, w2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wn1u any Q-base of F
1`. We know tziwju1ďiďn,1ďjďn1 is a Q-base of
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F`F 1`. By the remark above, we have:
D
1{2
F`F 1`
„Q detpτklpziwjqq1ďiďn,1ďjďn1;1ďkďn,1ďlďn1
„Q detrσkpziqσ
1
lpwjqs1ďiďn,1ďjďn1;1ďkďn,1ďlďn1
„Q detrpσkpziqq1ďi,kďn b pσ
1
lpzjqq1ďj,lďn1s
„Q detrpσkpziqq1ďi,kďn b In1q ˆ ppσ
1
lpzjqq1ďj,lďn1 b Ins
„Q rdetpσkpziqq1ďi,kďns
n1 ˆ rdetpσ1lpzjqq1ďj,lďn1s
n
„Q pD
1{2
F`
qn
1
pD
1{2
F 1`
qn.
l
In this article, we consider the CM fields which contain the quadratic imaginary
field K.
Let F` be a totally real field of degree n over Q. Put F :“ F`K a CM field.
In the following, we denote by σ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σn the complex embeddings of F which are
trivial on K. We then have ΣF “ tσ1, σ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σnuYtσ1, σ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σnu. In particular,
tσ1, σ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σnu is a CM type of F .
We will need the following auxiliary algebraic Hecke character later:
Lemma 1.3. There exists ψ an algebraic Hecke character of K with infinity type
z1z0 such that ψψc “ || ¨ ||AK .
This is a special case of Lemma 4.1.4 in [CHT08]. We fix one such ψ throughout
this paper.
At last, we introduce certain notation and simple lemmas concerning Hecke
characters of the quadratic imaginary field K.
Definition 1.2. For η an algebraic Hecke character of K with infinity type η8pzq “
zapηqz¯bpηq, we define:
‚ ηˇ “ η´1,c a Hecke character of K.
‚ rηpzq “ ηpzq{ηpz¯q a Hecke character of K.
‚ η0 the Hecke character of Q such that ηη
c “ pη0 ˝NAK{AQq|| ¨ ||
apηq`bpηq.
‚ ηp2q “ η2{η0 ˝NAK{AQ.
Remark 1.8. (1) η0 is a character of finite order and thus a Dirichlet char-
acter.
(2) The two transformˇand p2q commute, i.e. pηˇqp2q “ ˇηp2q. We simply denote
it by ηˇp2q.
(3) It is easy to verify that rη{ηˇp2q “ || ¨ ||apηq`bpηq.
(4) rη is conjugate self-dual, i.e. rηc “ rη´1.
Let α, β be Hecke characters of K with α8pzq “ z
κ and β8pzq “ z
´k, κ, k P Z.
For ε a Dirichlet character of Q of conductor f , we define the Gauss sum of ε by
Gpεq :“
fř
a“1
εpaqe2piia{f .
Then by p1.10.9q and p1.10.10q on page 100 of [Har97], we have
Lemma 1.4.
(.) pGpα0qqσPΣEpαq „Epαq ppppα0 ˝NAK{AQq, 1q
´1qσPΣEpαq;
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(.) pp|| ¨ ||κAK , 1q „Q p2piiq
´κ.
We can then deduce easily from the previous lemma and Proposition 1.1 that:
Lemma 1.5.
pp2piiqκGpα0qqσPΣEpαq „Epαq prpp|| ¨ ||
κ, 1qppα0 ˝NAK{AQ , 1qs
´1qσPΣEpαq
„Epαq pppαα
c, 1q´1qσPΣEpαq .(.)
pp2piiqkppβˇp2q, 1qqσPΣEpβq „Epβq ppp|| ¨ ||
´k, 1qppβˇp2q, 1qqσPΣEpβq
„Epβq ppprβ, 1qqσPΣEpβq.(.)
2. Base change
2.1. General base change. Let G and G1 be two connected quasi-split reductive
algebraic groups over Q. Put pG the complex dual group of G. The Galois group
GQ “ GalpQ{Qq acts on pG. We define the L-group of G by LG :“ pG ¸ GQ and
we define LG1 similarly. A group homomorphism between two L-groups LGÑ LG1
is called an L-morphism if it is continuous, its restriction to pG is analytic and
it is compatible with the projections of LG and LG1 to GQ. If there exists an
L-morphism LG Ñ LG1, the Langlands’ principal of functoriality predicts a
correspondence from automorphic representations of GpAQq to automorphic rep-
resentations of G1pAQq (c.f. section 26 of [Art03]). More precisely, we wish to
associate an L-packet of automorphic representations of GpAQq to that of G
1pAQq.
Locally, we can specify this correspondence for unramified representations. Let
v be a finite place of Q such that G is unramified at v. We fix Γv a maximal
compact hyperspecial subgroup of Gv :“ GpQvq. By definition, for piv an admis-
sible representation of Gv, we say piv is unramified (with respect to Γv) if it is
irreducible and dimpiΓvv ą 0. One can show that pi
Γv
v is actually one dimensional
since piv is irreducible.
Denote Hv :“ HpGv,Γvq the Hecke algebra consisting of compactly supported
continuous functions from Gv to C which are Γv invariants at both side. We know
Hv acts on piv and preserves pi
Γv
v (c.f. [Min11]). Since pi
Γv
v is one-dimensional,
every element in Hv acts as a multiplication by a scalar on it. In other words, piv
thus determines a character of Hv. This gives a map from the set of unramified
representations of Gv to the set of characters of Hv which is in fact a bijection (c.f.
section 2.6 of [Min11]).
We can moreover describe the structure of Hv in a simpler way. Let Tv be a
maximal torus of Gv contained in a Borel subgroup of Gv. We denote X˚pTvq
the set of cocharacters of Tv defined over Qv. The Satake transform identifies the
Hecke algebra Hv with the polynomial ring CrX˚pTvqs
Wv where Wv is the Weyl
group of Gv (c.f. section 1.2.4 of [Har10]).
Let G1 be a connected quasi-split reductive group which is also unramified at v.
We can define Γ1v, H
1
v :“ HpG
1
v,Γ
1
vq and T
1
v similarly. An L-morphism
LG Ñ LG1
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induces a morphism pTv Ñ pT 1v and hence a map T 1v Ñ Tv. The latter gives a
morphism from CrX˚pT
1
vqs
W 1v to CrX˚pTvqs
Wv and thus a morphism from H 1v to
Hv. Its dual hence gives a map from the set of unramified representations of Gv to
that of G1v. This is the local Langlands’s principal of functoriality for unramified
representations.
In this article, we are interested in a particular case of the Langlands’ functori-
ality: the cyclic base change. Let K{Q be a cyclic extension, for example K is a
quadratic imaginary field. Let G be a connected quasi-split reductive group over
Q. Put G1 “ ResK{QGK . We know xG1 equals to pGrK:Qs. The diagonal embedding
is then a natural L-morphism LGÑ LG1. The corresponding functoriality is called
the base change.
More precisely, let v be a place of Q. The above L-morphism gives a map from
the set of unramified representations of GpQvq to that of G
1pQvq where the latter
is isomorphic to GpKvq –
Â
w|v
GpKwq. By the tensor product theorem, all the
unramified representation of GpKvq can be written uniquely as tensor product of
unramified representations of GpKwq where w runs over the places of K above v.
We fix w a place of K above v and we then get a map from the set of unramified
representation of GpQvq to that of GpKwq. For an unramified representation of
GpQvq, we call the image its base change with respect to Kw{Qv.
Let pi be an admissible irreducible representation of GpAQq. We say Π, a rep-
resentation of GpAKq, is a (weak) base change of pi if for all v, a finite place of
Q, such that pi is unramified at v and all w, a place of K over v, Πw is the base
change of piv. In this case, we say Π descends to pi by base change. Moreover, Π
and pi have the same partial L-function.
Remark 2.1. The group AutpKq acts on GpAKq. This induces an action of
AutpKq on automorphic representations of GpAKq, denoted by Π
σ for σ P AutpKq
and Π an automorphic representation of GpAKq. It is easy to see that if Π is a
base change of pi, then Πσ is one as well. So if we have the strong multiplicity
one theorem for GpAKq, we can conclude that every representation in the image
of base change is AutpKq-stable.
Example 2.1. Base change for GL1
Now let us give an example of base change. Let L{K be a cyclic extension of
numbers fields. Let σ be a generator of GalpL{Kq. The automorphic represen-
tations of GL1 over a number field are nothing but Hecke characters. Let η be
a Hecke character of K. The base change of η to GL1pALq in this case is just
η ˝NAL{AK .
On the other hand, as discussed above, if χ is a Hecke character of AL, then a
necessary condition for it to descend is Π “ Πσ for all σ P GalpL{Kq. We shall
see that this is also sufficient.
Theorem 2.1. Let L{K be a cyclic extension of number fields and χ be a Hecke
character of L. If χ “ χσ for all σ P GalpL{Kq, then there exists η, a Hecke
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character of K, such that χ “ η ˝ NAL{AK . Moreover, if χ is unramified at some
place v of L, we can choose η to be unramified at places of L over v.
Proof. We define at first η0 : NAL{AK pALq
ˆ Ñ C as follows: for w P NAL{AK pALq
ˆ,
take z P AˆL such that w “ NAL{AKpzq and we define η0pwq “ χpzq. This does not
depend on the choice of z. In fact, if z1 P AˆL such that NAL{AKpz
1q also equals
w “ NAL{AK pzq, then by Hilbert’s theorem 90 which says H
1pGalpL{Kq,AˆL q “ 1,
there exists t P AˆL such that z
1 “
σptq
t
z for some σ P GalpL{Kq. Hence χpz1q “
χσptq
χptq
χpzq “ χpzq. Therefore η0pwq is well defined. One can verify that η0 is a
continuous character.
By Hasse norm theorem, NAL{AK pALq
ˆ X Kˆ “ NAL{AK pLq
ˆ (this is a direct
corollary of Hilbert’s theorem 90 on KˆzAˆK that H
1pGalpL{Kq, KˆzAˆKq “ t1u),
we know η0 is trivial on NAL{AKpALq
ˆ X Kˆ, and hence factors through pKˆ X
NAL{AK pALq
ˆqzNAL{AK pALq
ˆ. The latter is a finite index open subgroup ofKˆzAˆK
by the class field theory. We can thus extend η0 to a Hecke character of η as we
want. 
2.2. Base change for unitary groups. In the following sections, K is always a
quadratic imaginary field.
Let r, s P N such that r ` s “ n. Fix q “ vvc a place of Q which splits in K
such that v, vc are inert in F .
Take Dr,s to be a division algebra of dimension n
2 with center K endowed with
˚ : Dr,s Ñ Dr,s an involution of second kind. Moreover, we want Dr,s to be
unramified at all finite places which does not divide q and ramified at places over
q. We want also the unitary group associated to pDr,s, ˚q has infinity sign pr, sq.
The calculation of local invariants of unitary groups in chapter 2 of [Clo91] shows
that such a division algebra exists.
We denoteG “ Upr, sq the restriction fromK toQ of the unitary group associate
to pDr,s, ˚q. Let pi be a cuspidal automorphic representation of Upr, sqpAQq.
Remark 2.2. The Unitary group G is not quasi-split in general. Globally we do
not know how to define the base change map. But G is quasi-split at almost every
finite places. Therefore we can still define the weak base change map.
Note that GpAKq – GLnpAKq. We have the strong multiplicity one theorem
for GpAKq. Therefore, if pi admits a base change then it is unique. Moreover,
as discussed in the previous section, its base change is invariant under the action
of AutpKq if it exists. If we identify GpAKq with GLnpAKq, the action of the
non trivial element in AutpKq acts on the latter by sending g to g´1. Therefore, a
representation of GLnpAKq is AutpKq-stable if and only if it is conjugate self-dual.
For the existence of base change under conditions, we refer to [HL04] Theorem
2.2.2 and Theorem 3.1.3.
Definition 2.1. For G a reductive group over Q, we denote by g8 the Lie group of
GpRq and K8 a maximal compact subgroup of GpRq. We say pi, a representation
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of GpAQq is cohomological if there exists W , an algebraic finite-dimensional
representation of GpRq such that H˚pg8, K8; pi bW q ‰ 0. In this case, we say pi
is cohomological for W .
We restate the existence of base change in the cohomological case here( c.f.
Theorem 3.1.3 of [HL04]):
Theorem 2.2. Let pi be a cuspidal automorphic representation of Upr, sqpAQq.
Assume pi is cohomological. If ppiqq is supercuspidal, then the weak base change of
pi exists and is unique. Moreover, it is conjugate self-dual as a representation of
GLnpAKq and cohomological.
Remark 2.3. The original theorem in [HL04] requires that the Jacquet-Langlands
transfer JLppiqq to GLnpQqq is supercuspidal. Recall here q is a split in K. We
have Upr, sqpQqq – GLnpQqq.
Let Π be a cuspidal representation of GLnpAKq. We can consider it as a rep-
resentation of GpAKq. We are more interested in the ”going down” part here, i.e.,
to decide when Π, a cuspidal representation of GpAKq – GLnpAKq, descends to a
representation of GpAQq. A necessary condition is that Π is AutpKq-stable, i.e.,
it is conjugate self-dual in the sense of representation of GLnpAKq. In contrast to
the case of GL1, this is not sufficient. The non sufficiency can be already seen for
Up1q:
Example 2.2. Base change for Up1q
Let K be a quadratic imaginary field. Let U be the one dimensional torus over
Q defined by UpQq “ kerpN : Kˆ Ñ Qˆq where N is the norm map. We have
UK – GL1|K.
Let η be a continuous character of UpQqzUpAQq. The base change of η with
respect to K{Q is the character of AˆK who sends z P AK to ηp
z
z
q.
On the other hand, let χ be a Hecke character of AK . We want to know when χ
descends to a character of UpQqzUpAQq, i.e. χpzq “ ηp
z
z
q for some η. As discussed
above, a necessary condition is that χ “ χc,´1.
Hilbert’s theorem 90 shows that the morphism KˆzAˆK Ñ UpQqzUpAQq which
sends z to
z
z
is surjective. We then get an isomorphism
KˆAˆQzA
ˆ
K
„
ÝÑ UpQqzUpAQq
z ÞÑ
z
z
We can then deduce that:
Proposition 2.1. A Hecke character χ of AˆK descends to a Hecke character of
UpAQq if and only if it is trivial on A
ˆ
Q.
Let χ be a Hecke character of K such that χ “ χc,´1. This condition is equivalent
to saying that χ is trivial on NpAˆKq. Thus χ|Aˆ
Q
factors through QˆNpAˆKqzA
ˆ
Q.
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By class field theory, the latter is isomorphic to GalpK{Qq – Z{2Z. Therefore
either χ itself is trivial on QˆNpAˆKqzA
ˆ
Q or χ b εK is trivial on Q
ˆNpAˆKqzA
ˆ
Q
where εK is the Artin character of A
ˆ
Q with respect to K{Q. We take ĂεK to be a
lift of εK to K
ˆzAˆK . We may assume that ĂεK is conjugate self-dual since εK is.
We then have:
Corollary 2.1. Let χ be a Hecke character of K such that χ “ χc,´1. Exactly one
of tχ, χbĂεKu is a base change of a Hecke character of UpAQq.
Remark 2.4. Roughly speaking, half of the conjugate self-dual Hecke characters
of AK descend to UpAQq. We have a similar result for general unitary groups,
see Theorem 2.4.1 of [HL04]. This corresponds to the fact that the unitary group
occurs twice as the twisted endoscopic group for GLn.
Now we have a simple criteria to check whether χ, a conjugate self-dual char-
acter of AˆK, descends to UpAQq or not. Let t “ ptvqvď8 P AQ with tv “ 1 for all
v ă 8 and t8 “ ´1. Note that t generates Q
ˆNpAˆKqzA
ˆ
Q. Therefore χ descends
if and only if χptq “ 1. In particular, if χ is algebraic, then the infinity type of χ
is of the form p
z
z
qa with a P Z. Hence χptq “ 1 and χ descends.
Corollary 2.2. If χ is an algebraic conjugate self-dual character of AˆK , then χ
descends to a character of UpAQq.
For the general cases, as for Up1q, if Π is in addition cohomological, we have
the following result for ”going down”:
Theorem 2.3. Let Π be a cuspidal cohomological conjugate self-dual represen-
tation of GLnpAKq. If Π is supercuspidal at the places over q, then Π is the
weak base change of a cuspidal representation pi of Upr, sqpAQq. Moreover, pi is
cohomological.
Remark 2.5. This follows from Theorem 2.1.2 and Theorem 3.1.2 of [HL04].
Theorem 3.1.2 in the loc.cit describes the ”going down” part for the unique quasi-
split unitary group. Theorem 2.1.2 gives us a way to associate representations of
two different unitary groups.
2.3. Base change for similitude unitary groups. We write GUpr, sq for the
rational similitude group of Upr, sq, i.e. for R any Q-algebra,
GUpr, sqpRq “ tg P GLpDr,s bQ Rq | gg
˚ “ λpgqId, λpgq P Rˆu.
We have an exact sequence of Q-groups:
1Ñ Upr, sq Ñ GUpr, sq Ñ Gm Ñ 1.
This exact sequence split in K. Indeed, by Galois descent, it is enough to
define θr,s, a Galois automorphism on Upr, sqK ˆ Gm,K such that the subgroup
of Upr, sqK ˆGm,K fixed by θr,s is isomorphic to GUpr, sq. We now define θr,s as
follows:
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For R a Q-algebra, note that pUpr, sqKˆGm,KqpRq – GLpDr,sbQRqˆpKbQRq.
We define
θr,s : GLpDr,s bQ Rq ˆ pK bQ Rq Ñ GLpDr,s bQ Rq ˆ pK bQ Rq
by sending pg, zq to ppg˚q´1z¯, z¯q. It is easy to verify that θr,s satisfies the condition
mentioned above.
We then have that GUpr, sqK – Upr, sqK ˆ Gm,K . In particular, GUpAKq –
GLnpAKq ˆ A
ˆ
K . For Π a cuspidal representation of GLnpAKq and ξ a Hecke
character of K, Π b ξ defines a cuspidal representation of GUpAKq. Conversely,
by the tensor product theorem, every irreducible automorphic representation of
GUpAKq can be written uniquely up to isomorphisms in the form Πb ξ.
We give at first a criterion for Π b ξ to be θr,s-stable which can be deduced
without any difficulty:
Lemma 2.1. The representation Π b ξ of GUpr, sq is θr,s-stable if and only if Π
is conjugate self-dual and ωΠ “
ξc
ξ
where ωΠ is the central character of Π.
Let us consider now the base change for G “ GUpr, sq. Let pi be a cuspidal
representation of GpAQq. If pi admits a base change, then it is unique by the
strong multiplicity one theorem for GLn ˆ GL1. The following theorem on the
existence can be proved as for Theorem V I.2.1 in [HT01] where we use Theorem
2.2 in stead of Clozel’s theorem (Theorem A.5.2 of [CL99]) on the existence of
base change for Upn ´ 1, 1q.
Theorem 2.4. Let pi be a cuspidal automorphic representation of GUpr, sqpAQq.
Assume pi is cohomological. If the Jacquet-Langlands transfer JLppi|Upr,sq,qq to
GLnpQqq is supercuspidal, then the weak base change of pi exists and then unique.
Moreover, it is θr,s-stable and cohomological.
If we write the base change of pi in the form Π b ξ where Π is cuspidal repre-
sentation of GLnpAKq and ξ a Hecke character of K, then the last statement is
equivalent to say that:
‚ Π is conjugate self-dual and cohomological.
‚ ωΠpzq “ ξp
z
z
q for all z P AˆK .
For the going down part, we have:
Theorem 2.5. Let Πb ξ be a cuspidal representation of GUpr, sqpAKq where Π is
a cuspidal representation of GLnpAKq and ξ is a Hecke character of χ. Let W be
a finite dimensional representation of GUpr, sqpRq and we denote WK “ W bW
a representation of GUpr, sqKpRq. Assume these data satisfy:
‚ Π is conjugate self-dual;
‚ Π is cohomological for WK .
‚ Π is supercuspidal at places over q.
‚ ωΠ “
ξc
ξ
.
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‚ W |Kˆ8 “ ξˇ8 where K8 is the completion of K at the infinite place and K
ˆ
8
embeds into GUpr, sqpRq.
Then Π b ξ descends to a cuspidal representation of GUpr, sqpAQq which is
cohomological for W .
This follows from Theorem 2.3. The proof is the same as Theorem V I.2.9 of
[HT01].
Sometimes we start with a representation of GLnpAKq. In this case, the follow-
ing lemma will be useful (c .f. Lemma V I.2.10 of [HT01]):
Lemma 2.2. Let Π be a conjugate self-dual cuspidal representation of GLnpAKq.
We assume Π is cohomological and supercuspidal at places over q. We then have
that there exists ξ, a Hecke character of K and W , a finite dimensional represen-
tation of GUpr, sqpRq such that all the conditions in Theorem 2.5 are satisfied.
3. Automorphic period
3.1. Motive. In this article, a motive simply means a pure motive for absolute
Hodge cycles in the sense of Deligne [Del79]. More precisely, a motive over Q with
coefficient in a number field E is given by its Betti realization MB, its de Rham
realization MDR and its l-adic realization Ml for all prime numbers l where MB
and MDR are finite dimensional vector space over E, Ml is a finite dimensional
vector space over El :“ E bQ Ql endowed with:
‚ I8 :MB b C
„
ÝÑMDR b C as E bQ C-module;
‚ Il :MB bQl
„
ÝÑ Ml as E bQ Ql-module.
From the isomorphisms above, we see that dimEMB “ dimEMDR “ dimElMl and
is called the rank of M . We need moreover:
(1) An E-linear involution (infinite Frobenius) F8 onMB and a Hodge decom-
position MB b C “
À
p,qPZ
Mp,q as E b C-module such that F8 sends M
p,q
to M q,p.
For w an integer, we say M is pure of weight w if Mp,q “ 0 for
p` q ‰ w. Throughout this paper, all the motives are assumed to be pure.
We assume also F8 acts on M
p,p as a scalar for all p P Z.
We say M is regular if dimMp,q ď 1 for all p, q P Z.
(2) An E-rational Hodge filtration on MDR: ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą M
i Ą M i`1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ which is
compatible with the Hodge structure on MB via I8, i.e.,
I8p
à
pěi
Mp,qq “M i b C.
(3) A Galois action of GQ on each Ml such that pMlql forms a compatible
system of l-adic representations ρl : GQ ÝÑ GLpMlq. More precisely, for
each prime number p, let Ip be the inertia subgroup of a decomposition
group at p and Fp the geometric Frobenius of this decomposition group.
We have that for all l ‰ p, the polynomial detp1´Fp|M
Ip
l q has coefficients
in E and is independent of the choice of l. We can then define Lpps,Mq :“
detp1´ p´sFp|M
Ip
l q
´1 P Epp´sq for whatever l ‰ p.
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For any fixed embedding σ : E ãÑ C, we may consider Lpps,M, σq as a complex
valued function. We define Lps,M, σq “
ś
p
Lpps,M, σq. It converges for Repsq
sufficiently large. It is conjectured that the L-function has analytic continuation
and functional equation on the whole complex plane.
We can also define L8ps,Mq, the infinite part of the L-function, as in chapter
5 of [Del79].
Deligne has defined the critical values for M as follows:
Definition 3.1. We say an integer m is critical for M if neither L8pM, sq nor
L8pMˇ, 1´sq has a pole at s “ m where Mˇ is the dual of M . We call m a critical
value of M .
Remark 3.1. The notion L8ps,Mq implicitly indicates that the infinity type of the
L-function does not depend on the choice of σ : E ãÑ C. More precisely, for every
σ : E ãÑ C, put MB,σ :“MB bE,σ C. We then have MB bC “
À
σ:EãÑC
MB,σ. Since
Mp,q is stable by E, each MB,σ inherits a Hodge decomposition MB,σ “
À
M
p,q
B,σ.
We may define L8ps,M, σq with help of the Hodge decomposition of MB bE,σ C.
It is a product of Γ factors which depend only on dimMp,qB,σ and the action of F8
on Mp,pB,σ. The latter is independent of σ since we have assumed that F8 acts on
Mp,p by a scalar.
It remains to show that dimMp,qB,σ is also independent of σ. In fact, since M
is pure, Mp,q can be reconstructed from the Hodge filtration M i. Hence Mp,q “À
M
p,q
B,σ is a free E b C-module. One can show M
p,q
B,σ “ M
p,q bE,σ C and hence
dimM
p,q
B,σ is independent of σ.
Deligne has defined c`pMq, c´pMq P pE ˆ Cqˆ explicitly from the infinity type
of M , called the Deligne’s period. He has conjectured that:
Conjecture 3.1. If 0 is critical for M , then
pLp0,M, σqqσPΣE „E c
`pMq.
More generally, tensoring M by the Tate motive Qpmq (c.f. [Del79] chapter 1),
we obtained a new motiveMpmq. We remark that Lps,Mpmq, σq “ Lps`m,M, σq.
The following conjecture is a corollary of the previous conjecture:
Conjecture 3.2. If m is critical for M , then
pLpm,M, σqqσPΣE „E p2piiq
d`nc`pMq if m is even ;
pLpm,M, σqqσPΣE „E p2piiq
d´nc´pMq if m is odd
where d` and d´ are two integers.
Deligne has given a criteria to determine whether 0 is critical for M (see p1.3.1q
of [Del79]). We observe that n is critical forM if and only if 0 is critical forMpnq.
Thus we can rewrite the criteria of Deligne for arbitrary n. In the case where
Mp,p “ 0 for all p, this criteria becomes rather simple.
We first define the Hodge type of M by the set T “ T pMq consisting of pairs
pp, qq such that Mp,q ‰ 0. Since M is pure, there exists an integer w such that
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p ` q “ w for all pp, qq P T pMq. We remark that if pp, qq is an element of T pMq,
then pq, pq is also contained T pMq.
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a pure motive of weight w. We assume that for all pp, qq P
T pMq, p ‰ q which is equivalent to that p ‰
w
2
.
Let p1 ă p2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă pn be some integers such that
T pMq “ tpp1, q1q, pp2, q2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ppn, qnqu Y tpq1, p1q, pq2, p2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pqn, pnqu
where qi “ w ´ pi for all 1 ď i ď n.
We set p0 “ ´8 and pn`1 “ `8. Denote by k :“ maxt0 ď i ď n | pi ă
w
2
u.
We have that m is critical for M if and only if
maxppk ` 1, w ` 1´ pk`1q ď m ď minpw ´ pk, pk`1q.
In particular, critical value always exist in the case where pi ‰ qi for all i.
Proof. The Hodge type of Mpmq is tppi´m,w´ pi´mq | 1 ď i ď nuY tpw´ pi´
m, pi ´mq | 1 ď i ď nu. By Deligne’s criteria, 0 is critical for M if and only if for
all i, either pi´m ď ´1 and w´ pi´m ě 0, or pi´m ě 0 and w´ pi´m ď ´1.
Hence the set of critical values for M are
Ş
1ďiďn
prw ` 1´ pi, pis Y rpi ` 1, w ´ pisq.
For i ď k, pi ă
w
2
and then pi ă w ` 1 ´ pi. Therefore
Ş
1ďiďk
prw ` 1 ´ pi, pis Y
rpi ` 1, w ´ pisq “
Ş
1ďiďk
rpi ` 1, w ´ pis “ rpk ` 1, w ´ pks. The same we haveŞ
kăiďn
prw`1´pi, pisYrpi`1, w´pisq “
Ş
kăiďn
rw`1´pi, pis “ rw`1´pk`1, pk`1s.
We deduce at last the set of critical values for M is rmaxppk ` 1, w ` 1 ´
pk`1q,minpw ´ pk, pk`1qs. It is easy to verify the latter set is non empty.
l
Definition 3.2. Let M be a pure motive of weight w. We say M is polarized if
there exists a morphism of motive
ă,ą:M bM Ñ Qp´wq
which is a non-degenerate bilinear form in any realization.
We assume this bilinear form is symmetric if w is even and skew-symmetric if
w is odd.
3.2. Motives and periods associated to automorphic representations.
Let n ě 1 be an integer, K be a quadratic imaginary field and Π “ Πf b
Π8 be a regular cohomological cuspidal representation of GLnpAKq. We say a
representation is regular if its infinity type pzaizbiq1ďiďn satisfies ai ‰ aj for
all 1 ď i ă j ď n. By Lemma 3.2 below, this implies bi ‰ bj for all 1 ď
i ă j ď n. We recall that Π is cohomological if there exists W an algebraic
finite-dimensional representation of GLnpAKq such that H
˚pG8, K8; Π bW q ‰ 0
where G8 “ LiepGLnqpCq and K8 is the compact unitary group of GLnpCq. In
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particular, Π is algebraic, i.e. ai, bi P Z `
n´1
2
for all i (for more details on the
infinity type we refer to [Clo90] section 3.3).
We denote V the representation space for Πf . For σ P AutpCq, we define another
GLnpAKfq-representation Π
σ
f to be V bC,σ C. Let QpΠq be the subfield of C fixed
by tσ P AutpCq | Πσf – Πfu. We call it the rationality field of Π.
For E a number field, G a group and V a G-representation over C, we say V
has a E-rational structure if there exists a E-vector space VE endowed with
an action of G such that V “ VE bE C as a representation of G. We call VE a
E-rational structure of V . We have the following result (c.f. [Clo90] Theorem
3.13):
Theorem 3.1. For Π a regular algebraic cuspidal representation of GLnpAKq,
QpΠq is a number field. Moreover, Πf has a QpΠq-rational structure. For all
σ P AutpCq, Πσf is the finite part of a cuspidal representation of GLnpAKq which
is unique by the strong multiplicity one theorem, denoted by Πσ.
Remark 3.2. (1) This theorem is still true if K is replaced by arbitrary num-
ber field (see loc.cit).
(2) For any σ P AutpCq, Πσ is determined by σ|QpΠq : QpΠq ãÑ C. Therefore,
we may define Πσ for any σ P ΣQpΠq by lifting σ to an element in AutpCq.
In particular, we may define Πσ for any σ P GalpQ{Qq or σ P ΣE where
E is an extension of QpΠq.
It is conjectured that such a Π is attached to a motive with coefficients in a
finite extension of QpΠq:
Conjecture 3.3. (Conjecture 4.5 and paragraph 4.3.3 of [Clo90])
Let Π be a regular algebraic cuspidal representation of GLnpAKq and QpΠq its
rationality field. There exists E a finite extension of QpΠq and M a regular motive
of rank 2n over Q with coefficients in E such that
Lps,M, σq “ Lps `
1´ n
2
,Πσq
for all σ : E ãÑ C.
Moreover, if the infinity type of Π is pzaizbiq1ďiďn, then the Hodge type of M is
tp´ai`
n´ 1
2
,´bi`
n´ 1
2
q | 1 ď i ď nuYtp´bi`
n´ 1
2
,´ai`
n ´ 1
2
q | 1 ď i ď nu.
Lemma 3.2. (Lemma 4.9 of [Clo90])
Let Π be a cuspidal algebraic representation of GLnpAKq. We have that Π is
pure which means there exists an integer wΠ such that pz
aizbiq1ďiďn, the infinity
type of Π, satisfies ai ` bi “ ´wΠ for all i.
Corollary 3.1. If the motive associated to Π, a cuspidal algebraic regular rep-
resentation of GLnpAKq, exists as in Conjecture 3.3, then it is pure of weight
wΠ ` n´ 1.
In the following, let Π be a regular algebraic cuspidal representation of GLnpAKq
which is moreover cohomological and conjugate self-dual. M. Harris has shown
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that there exits a motive associated to Π (c.f. [Har97]). Moreover, he defined
automorphic periods which are analogues of Deligne’s periods. He also proved that
special values of L-function for Π can be interpreted in terms of these automorphic
periods (c.f. Theorem 3.2). We now introduce his results.
In this article, we always assume Π is supercuspidal at places over q. This is
not necessary to define the motive associated to Π but will be useful to define the
period P psq for all s. We shall see it later (c.f. remark 3.4).
In order to simplify the notation in Theorem 3.2 (see Equation (.)), we con-
sider Π_, the contragredient representation of Π. It is regular, cuspidal, cohomo-
logical, conjugate self-dual and supercuspidal at places over q. By Lemma 2.2, for
each pr, sq, we can find ξr,s, a Hecke character of K such that Π
_bξr,s satisfies the
conditions in Theorem 2.5. Therefore, Π_ b ξr,s descends to a cuspidal cohomo-
logical representation of GUpr, sqpAQq, denoted by pi. We write W ppi8q the finite
dimensional representation associated to pi by the cohomological property.
We define Xr,s the GUpr, sqpRq conjugate class of
hr,s : SpCq “ C
ˆ ˆ Cˆ Ñ GUpr, sqpCq – GLnpCq ˆ C
ˆ
pz, zq ÞÑ p
ˆ
zIr 0
0 zIs
˙
, zzq
.
We know that pGUpr, sq, Xr,sq is a Shimura datum and we denote ShpGUpr, sqq
the Shimura variety associated to this Shimura datum. The finite dimensional
representation W ppi8q defines a complex local system Wppi8q and l-adic local
system Wppi8ql on ShpGUpr, sqq.
As shown in [Har97], the cohomology group H
rs
pShpGUpr, sqq,Wppi8qq defined
in section 2.2 of [Har97] is naturally endowed with a De Rham rational struc-
ture and a Betti rational structure over K (c.f. Proposition 2.2.7 of loc.cit). The
cohomology group H
rs
pShpGUpr, sqq,Wppi8qlq is endowed with an l-adic struc-
ture. Moreover, pif contributes non trivially to these cohomology groups, i.e.
H
rs
pShpGUpr, sqq, ˚qrpif s :“ HomGpAKf qppif , H
rs
pShpGUpr, sqq, ˚q ‰ 0 for ˚ “
Wppi8q or Wppi8ql.
One direct consequence is that the rationality field of pif is a number field (see
section 2.6 of [Har97]). One can then realize pif over Eppiq, a finite extension of
its rationality field, which is still a number field. For each pr, sq, we fix a ξr,s and
a pi descended from Π b ξr,s. We take EpΠq a number field contains the Eppiq for
all pr, sq. We assume also that EpΠq contains K.
One can show that H
rs
pShpGUpr, sqq, ˚qrpif s for ˚ “ Wppi8q or Wppi8ql form
a motive with coefficients in EpΠq (c.f. Proposition 2.7.10 of loc.cit). This
is a motive associated to Π as in Conjecture 3.3, denoted by MpΠq. Since Π
is conjugate self-dual, we have wΠ “ 0 (c.f. Lemma 3.2) and then MpΠq is
pure of weight n ´ 1. Also due to the conjugate self-dual property, MpΠq is
polarized. In particular, there exists ă . ą a non degenerate bilinear form on
H
rs
pShpGUpr, sqq,Wppi8qqrpif s normalized as in section 2.6.8 of [Har97].
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With the help of coherent cohomology, we can furthermore decompose
H
rs
pShpGUpr, sqq,Wppi8qqrpif s. Let ShpGUpr, sqq ãÑ ĂShpGUpr, sqq be a smooth
toroidal compactification. Let pi18 be any discrete series representation ofGUpr, sqpRq
with base change Π_8. It is then cohomological and we denote
rEppi18q the coher-
ent automorphic vector bundle attached to the finite dimensional representation
associated to pi18. We have
H
rs
pShpGUpr, sqq,Wppi8qqrpif s “
à
pi18
rHqppi18qpĂShpGUpr, sqq, rEppi18qqrpif s
where rH indicates the coherent cohomology and qppi18q is an integer depends
on pi18. Among these pi
1
8, there exists a holomorphic representation pi
1
8 such
that qppi18q “ 0. We fix this pi
1
8 and choose a K-rational element 0 ‰ β PrHqppi18q“0pĂShpGUpr, sqq, rEppi18qqrpif s. At last, we write ξr,s,8ptq “ tCr,s with Cr,s P Z.
We define the automorphic period of pΠ, ξr,sq by:
P psqpΠ, ξr,sq :“ p2piq
´Cr,s ă β, β ą .
It is a non zero complex number. By the following proposition, we see that
P psqpΠ, ξr,sq does not depend on the choice of β modulo Eppiq
ˆ and thus well
defined modulo Eppiqˆ.
Proposition 3.1. (Proposition 3.19 in [Har13])
Let β 1 P rHqppi18q“0pĂShpGUpr, sqq, rEppi18qqrpif s be another K-rational element. We
have
ă β, β 1 ą
ă β, β ą
P Eppiq.
Consequently, ă β, β ą„Eppiqă β
1, β 1 ą.
Remark 3.3. We may furthermore choose β “ βpΠq such that ă β, β ą is
equivariant under action of GK in the sense that Equation (.) holds.
Actually, this period P psqpΠ, ξr,sq is also independent of the choice of ξr,s. This
is a corollary to Theorem 3.2. See the end of section 3.3 for a further discussion of
this point. Meanwhile, we fix a ξr,s and define the (s-th) automorphic period
of Π by P psqpΠq :“ P psqpΠ, ξr,sq.
Remark 3.4. We now see that one can construct a motive associated to Π if Π
descends for any of these groups GUpr, sq. If we replace GUpr, sq by the similitude
unitary group of sign pn´1, 1q at infinity and quasi-split at every finite places, the
condition that Π is supercuspidal at places over q is revealed to be unnecessary. On
the other hand, if we want to define P psq for all s, then this condition is inevitable
in the setting of this article.
3.3. Special values of L-functions for GLn ˆ GL1. In this section, we con-
sider Π, a cuspidal representation of GLnpAKq which is regular, cohomological,
conjugate self-dual and supercuspidal at places over q.
The main theorem of [Har97] is stated as follows. The original theorem (Theo-
rem 3.5.13 of [Har97]) assumed the condition m ą n´
κ
2
(see the following theorem
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for notation). This condition was improved by M. Harris in several articles later
(c.f. section 4.3 of [GH], chapter 3 of [Har07] or chapter 4 of [Har08]).
Theorem 3.2. (Theorem 4.27 in [GH])
Let Π be as in the beginning of this section. We denote its infinity type by
pzaiz´aiq1ďiďn with a1 ą a2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą an, ai P Z `
n´ 1
2
for all 1 ď i ď n. Let η
be an algebraic Hecke character of K with infinity type η8pzq “ z
az¯b. We assume
that for all 1 ď i ď n, b´ a ‰ 2ai.
Write ηc “ rβα. Here α, β are Hecke characters of K with α8pzq “ zκ and
β8pzq “ z
´k, κ, k P Z as in the section 1.2. It is easy to verify that κ “ a ` b,
k “ a.
Define s “ spηc,Π_q “ #ti | a´b`2ai ă 0u and r “ n´s “ #ti | a´b`2ai ą
0u “ maxti | a´ b` 2ai ą 0u.
For m P Z, m is critical for MpΠq bMpηq if and only if
(.) maxp1´ ar ´ a, 1` ar`1 ´ bq ď m´
n´ 1
2
ď minpar ´ b,´ar`1 ´ aq.
If such m satisfies furthermore m ě
n´ κ
2
“
n´ a´ b
2
, then
Lpm,MpΠq bMpηqq “ Lpm´
n´ 1
2
,Πb ηq „EpΠqEpβqEpαq
p2piiqpm´
n´1
2
qnGpεKq
rn
2
sP psqpΠqrp2piiqκGpα0qs
srp2piiqkppβˇp2qαˇ, 1qsn´2s(.)
equivariant under action of GK.
Here εK is the Artin character of AQ associated to the extension K{Q.
Remark 3.5. (1) Mpηq is the motive associated to the Hecke character η
which can be seen as a special case of motives introduced in the previous
section. For motives associated to Hecke characters over general fields,
detailed introduction can be found in chapter 8 of [Del79].
(2) We have applied theorem 4.27 of [GH] to pΠ_, ηcq but not pΠ, ηq. A little
calculation on the change of notation for k, κ and s is needed here.
From the theorem in loc.cit, we get an interpretation for Lpm,Π_ b ηcq
directly. But since Π is conjugate self-dual and thus Π_b ηc – Πcb ηc, we
have Lps,Π_b ηcq “ Lps,Πcb ηcq “ Lps,Πb ηq. Therefore we can obtain
a formula for Lpm,Π b ηq as in the theorem.
(3) We have already seen that MpΠqbMpηq is pure. The condition b´a ‰ 2ai
for all 1 ď i ď n implies that the Hodge type of MpΠq b Mpηq doesn’t
contain any type of form pp, pq and then satisfies the condition in Lemma
3.1. The result above on the critical values thus follows from Lemma 3.1.
We remark that if a ´ b ` 2ai “ 0 for some i, there is no critical value
for MpΠq bMpηq (c.f. Lemma 1.7.1 of [Har97]).
(4) The infinity type of Π, pzaiz´aiq1ďiďn, is invariant under the action of GK .
In fact, there exists a motiveM0 over K with coefficients in E associated
to Π and the motive MpΠq considered above is ResK{QM0. For the fixed
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K ãÑ C, M0,B b C has a Hodge decomposition M0,B b C “
À
p,qPZ
Mp,q as
E b C-module. It has Hodge type tp´ai `
n ´ 1
2
,´bi `
n´ 1
2
q|1 ď i ď nu
(c.f. paragraph 4.3.3 of [Clo90]).
Let σ be an element of GK. We may identify σ with σ|E, an embedding
from E to C, when considering Πσ. We know that Remark 3.1 also applies
to M0. In another word, the Hodge type of M0,B,σ is independent of σ.
Since σ fixes K, it does not change the fixed embedding K ãÑ C. Therefore,
the equation Lps,M0, σq “ Lps,Π
σq implies that Πσ also has the Hodge type
tp´ai `
n´ 1
2
,´bi `
n´ 1
2
q|1 ď i ď nu. We can now conclude that the
infinity type of Πσ is the same with Π.
Similarly, the infinity type of η is also invariant under action of GK . In
particular, the index s “ spηc,Π_q “ #ti | a ´ b ` 2ai ă 0u is invariant
under the action of GK.
Proposition 3.2. Let Π be as in Theorem 3.2. We preserve the notation in
Theorem 3.2.
(1) For any algebraic Hecke character η where its infinity type zaz¯b satisfies
b ´ a ‰ 2ai for all i, there exists an integer m ě
n ´ κ
2
“
n´ a ´ b
2
such
that m is critical for MpΠq bMpηq.
(2) For any fixed integer 0 ď s ď n, there exists an algebraic Hecke character
η and an integer m as in (1) such that a´ b` 2ai ‰ 0 for all i, s “ #ti |
a ´ b` 2ai ă 0u and Lpm,MpΠq bMpηqq ‰ 0.
where a, b are indices for the infinity type of η as before.
Proof.
(1) Let η be a fixed Hecke character and s be the integer #ti | a´b`2ai ă 0u.
Then r “ n ´ s “ #ti | a ´ b ` 2ai ą 0u “ maxti | a ´ b ` 2ai ą 0u.
Therefore, ´1 ´ 2ar`1 ě a ´ b ě 1 ´ 2ar by the fact that a ´ b ` 2ai ‰ 0
for all i.
Moreover, the two integers
n´ 1
2
` ar ´ b and
n´ 1
2
´ ar`1´ a are both
no less than
n´ a´ b
2
. Hence there exists an integer m such that
n´ a ´ b
2
ď m ď minpar ´ b,´ar`1 ´ aq `
n ´ 1
2
.
To prove that m is critical for MpΠq bMpηq, it suffice to verify that
maxp1´ ar ´ a, 1` ar`1 ´ bq `
n´ 1
2
ď
n´ a ´ b
2
which is trivial.
(2) Let 1 ď r ď n ´ 1 be a fixed integer now. We may take a, b P Z such
that ´1 ´ 2ar`1 ě a ´ b ě 1 ´ 2ar. Then ab ` 2ai ‰ 0 for all i and
r “ maxti | a´ b` 2ai ą 0u.
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When ar´ar`1 ě 2, there exists an integerm as in (1) with non vanishing
L-value if α satisfies condition p3.2.1q of [Har07] (see Comments (3.2.2.ii)
and corollary 3.3 of [Har07]). Here ηc “ β˜α as in Theorem 3.2. When
ar ´ ar`1 “ 1, such m exists provided that α satisfies more conditions on
finite number of finite places (see Theorem 3.4 of [Har07]). In all cases,
we can find η with infinity type zaz¯b and an integer m as in (1) such that
Lpm,MpΠq bMpηqq does not vanish.
l
For any 0 ď s ď n fixed, we can now show that the period P psqpΠ, ξr,sq depends
only on Π. We fix a Hecke character η and an integer m ě
n´ κ
2
as in second
part of Proposition 3.2. We apply Theorem 3.2 to pΠ, ηq and m. Note that both
the left hand side and the right hand side of equation (.) are non zero. Hence
the transitivity holds forthe relation „ now (c.f. Remark 1.1). Therefore, for
any ξ1r,s verifying conditions in Theorem 2.5, we have P
psqpΠ, ξr,sq „EpΠqEpβqEpαq
P psqpΠ, ξ1r,sq. On varying η, we conclude that:
Corollary 3.2. The period P psqpΠ, ξr,sq does not depend on the choice of ξr,s mod-
ulo EpΠqˆ.
3.4. Special values of L-functions for GLn ˆ GLn´1. In [GH], the authors
also gave an interpretation of special values of L-function for GLnˆGLn´1 over a
quadratic imaginary field in terms of automorphic periods. Let us introduce this
result in this section.
Let n ě 2 be an integer and K be a quadratic imaginary field.
Let Π and Π1 be two cuspidal representations of GLnpAKq and GLn´1pAKq
which satisfy all the conditions in Theorem 3.2, i.e. Π and Π1 are both regular,
cohomological, conjugate self-dual and supercuspidal at places over q.
We denote the infinity type of Π by pzaiz´aiq1ďiďn with a1 ą a2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą an.
Since Π is cohomological, it is associated to a finite dimensional representation.
The highest weight pµ1, µ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , µnq of this finite dimensional representation is
calculated in section 2.4 of [GH]:
µ1 “ ´an´
n´ 1
2
, µ2 “ ´an´1´
n´ 3
2
, µ3 “ ´an´2´
n´ 5
2
¨ ¨ ¨ , µn “ ´a1`
n´ 1
2
.
Similarly, if we denote the infinity type of Π1 by pzbiz´biq1ďiďn´1 with b1 ą
b2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą bn´1 and the highest weight of the finite dimensional representation
associated to it by pλiq1ďiďn´1, we have:
λ1 “ ´bn´1´
n´ 2
2
, λ2 “ ´bn´2´
n´ 4
2
, λ3 “ ´bn´3´
n´ 6
2
¨ ¨ ¨ , λn´1 “ ´b1`
n´ 2
2
.
The method in [GH] requires the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3.1. The highest weight µ and λ satisfy:
µ1 ě ´λn´1 ě µ2 ě ´λn´2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě ´λ1 ě µn.
In [GH], the authors defined:
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‚ ppm,Π8,Π
1
8q, a complex number depending only onm, Π8, Π
1
8(c.f. Propo-
sition 6.4 of loc.cit);
‚ ZpΠ8q (resp. ZpΠ
1
8q) a complex number depending only on Π8 (resp.
Π18) (c.f. Theorem 6.7 of loc.cit).
We also need the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3.2. Π and Π1 are very regular, which means µj ´ µj`1 ě 2 for
all j and λk ´ λk`1 ě 2 for all k. In other words, aj ´ aj`1 ě 3 for all j and
bk ´ bk`1 ě 3 for all k.
We can then restate Theorem 6.10 of [GH]:
Theorem 3.3. Let Π and Π1 be as above. We assume the highest weight µ and λ
defined above satisfy the Hypothesis 3.1 and 3.2. Let m be a non negative integer.
If m` n´ 1 is critical for MpΠq bMpΠ1q, then
Lpm`
1
2
,Πˆ Π1q „EpΠqEpΠ1q ppm,Π8,Π
1
8qZpΠ8qZpΠ
1
8q
n´1ź
j“1
P pjqpΠq
n´2ź
k“1
P pkqpΠ1q
equivariant under action of GK.
4. Period relations for automorphic induction of Hecke
characters
In this section, we show the functoriality of automorphic period for cyclic auto-
morphic induction of Hecke characters.
4.1. First calculation. We preserve the assumptions for Π and notation in The-
orem 3.2.
We write
A :“ rp2piiqκGpα0qs
sppαˇ, 1qn´2s;
B :“ rp2piiqkppβˇp2q, 1qsn´2s.
By the Lemma 1.4, we have
pAqσPΣEpαq „Epαq rppαα
c, 1q´sppα´1,c, 1qn´2ssσPΣEpαq
„Epαq rppα
´1, 1qsppα´1,c, 1qn´ssσPΣEpαq
„Epαq rppα
´1, 1qsppα´1, ιqn´ssσPΣEpαq ;
pBqσPΣEpβq „Epβq rpp
rβ, 1qn´2ssσPΣEpβq
„Epβq rpprβ´1, 1qspprβ, 1qn´ssσPΣEpβq
„Epβq rpprβ´1, 1qspprβc, ιqn´ssσPΣEpβq
„Epβq rpprβ´1, 1qspprβ´1, ιqn´ssσPΣEpβq.
Therefore,
pABqσPΣEpαqEpβq „EpαqEpβq rpp
rβ´1α´1, 1qspprβ´1α´1, ιqn´ssσPΣEpαqEpβq
„EpαqEpβq rppηˇ, 1q
sppηˇ, ιqn´ssσPΣEpαqEpβq.
We apply moreover Proposition 3.2. We can then deduce that:
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Corollary 4.1. Let 0 ď s ď n be a fixed integer. Let Π be as in Theorem
3.2. There exists η an algebraic Hecke character of K and m P Z `
n´ 1
2
with
a´b`2ai ‰ 0 for all i, s “ #ti | a´b`2ai ă 0u, m`
n ´ 1
2
ě
n´ κ
2
“
n ´ a´ b
2
critical for MpΠ b ηq such that
(.) Lpm,Π b ηq „EpΠqEpηq;K p2piiq
mn
GpεKq
rn
2
sP psqpΠqppηˇ, 1qsppηˇ, ιqn´s
equivariant under action of GK and with both side non zero.
Here a, b are indices for the infinity type of η as in Theorem 3.2, and εK is the
Artin character of AQ associated to the extension K{Q.
Remark 4.1. (1) Here we have shifted m by
n ´ 1
2
to simplify the notation in
the following.
(2) Note that we have replaced EpαqEpβq by Epηq. This can be done by varying
α and β.
4.2. Odd dimensional case.
Let F “ F`K with F` a totally real field of degree n over Q and K a qua-
dratic imaginary field as in section 1.1. We assume F is cyclic over K. We fix
tσ1, σ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σnu Ă ΣF , a CM type of F , consisting of elements which are trivial
on K.
Let χ be an algebraic conjugate self-dual Hecke character of F . Here conjugate
self-dual means χ´1 “ χc. The infinity type of χ is thus of the form χ8pzq “
nś
i“1
σi
ˆ
z
z
˙ai
with ai P Z. We assume χ is regular, namely, ai ‰ aj for i ‰ j.
Moreover, we may assume χ ‰ χτ for all τ P GalpF {Kq non trivial. Otherwise
by Theorem 2.1, χ is the base change of a Hecke character of a smaller CM field.
In this case, we replace F by this smaller CM field.
We assume at first that n is odd.
We denote by Πpχq the automorphic induction of χ from GL1pAF q to GLnpAKq.
It is a cuspidal cohomological representation of GLnpAKq (c.f. [AC89] chapter 3
Theorem 6.2). The cuspidal conclusion comes from the fact that χ ‰ χτ for all
1 ‰ τ P GalpF {Kq. This fact is not stated but proved in the proof of Theorem
6.2 in chapter 3 of [AC89]. The cohomology conclusion, in particular the algebraic
conclusion, is due to the fact that n is odd. Moreover, since χ is conjugate self-dual,
we know Πpχq is also conjugate self-dual. Its infinity type is pzaiz´aiq1ďiďn.
Up to finite extension, we may assume EpΠpχqq “ Epχq. In particular, we
assume Epχq contains K. We also make the hypothesis that:
Hypothesis 4.1. For any v a place of K over q, χv ‰ χ
τ
v for all τ P GalpFv{Kvq.
Under this hypothesis, Πpχq is supercuspidal at all places over q (c.f. Proposition
2.4 of [Har98]).
We have just shown that the representation Π :“ Πpχq satisfies all the conditions
in Theorem 3.2. Let η and m be as in the last part of Section 4.1. We then have
(see equation (.)):
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(.) Lpm,Πpχq b ηq „EpχqEpηq;K p2piiq
mnGpεKq
rn
2
sP psqpΠpχqqppηˇ, 1qsppηˇ, ιqn´s
equivariant under action of GK and with both sides non zero.
On the other hand, we have
(.) Lpm,Πpχq b ηq “ Lpm,χb η ˝NAF {AKq
by the automorphic induction.
Now let us consider χ b η ˝NAF {AK . It has infinity type
ś
1ďiďn
σa`aii σ¯
b´ai
i . It is
critical since a ´ b` 2ai ‰ 0 for all i.
We define Φs,χ a CM type of F by σi P Φs,χ if a ´ b ` 2ai ă 0; σ¯i P Φs,χ if
a ´ b ` 2ai ą 0. This CM type is compatible with χ b η ˝NAF {AK . The notation
Φs,χ implicitly indicates that this set depends only on s and χ, but not on η.
Indeed, we can easily deduce from the fact s “ #ti | a ´ b ` 2ai ă 0u that for
each i such that ai is one of the s smallest numbers in tai, 1 ď i ď nu, we have
σi P Φs,χ; otherwise σ¯i P Φs,χ. Moreover, #Φs,χ X tσi, 1 ď i ď nu “ s. In other
words, there are exactly s elements in Φs,χ whose restriction to K is trivial.
Comparing equation (.) with equation (.), we see that m`
n´ 1
2
is critical
for MpΠpχqq bMpηq if and only if m is critical for χ b η ˝ NAF {AK . Hence m is
critical for χ b η ˝NAF {AK and we may apply Blasius’s result here:
Lpm,χ b η ˝NAF {AKq „EpχqEpηq D
1{2
F`
p2piiqmnpppχb η ˝NAF {AK q
c,´1,Φs,χq
equivariant under action of GK .
Therefore, by Proposition 1.1, we have the following equations equivariant under
action of GK :
Lpm,χ b η ˝NAF {AK q
„EpχqEpηq D
1{2
F`
p2piiqmnppχˇ,Φs,χqpppη ˝NAF {AK q
c,´1,Φs,χq
„EpχqEpηq D
1{2
F`
p2piiqmnppχˇ,Φs,χqppηˇ ˝NAF {AK ,Φs,χq
.
Still by Proposition 1.1, we have:
ppηˇ ˝NAF {AK ,Φs,χq
„Epηq
ś
1ďiďn,σiPΦs,χ
ppηˇ ˝NAF {AK , σiq
ś
1ďiďn,σ¯iPΦs,χ
ppηˇ ˝NAF {AK , σ¯iq
„Epηq
ś
1ďiďn,σiPΦs,χ
ppηˇ, σi|Kq
ś
1ďiďn,σ¯iPΦs,χ
ppηˇ, σ¯i|Kq
„Epηq ppηˇ, 1q
sppηˇ, ιqn´s
equivariant under action of GK .
We then get
(.) Lpm,χb η ˝NAF {AK q „EpχqEpηq D
1{2
F`
p2piiqmnppχˇ,Φs,χqppηˇ, 1q
sppηˇ, ιqn´s
equivariant under action of GK and with both sides non zero.
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Comparing this formula with (.) and (.), we deduce at last that equivariant
under action of GK :
P psqpΠpχqq „EpχqEpηq D
1{2
F`
GpεKq
´rn
2
sppχˇ,Φs,χq
Varying η, we can replace the field EpχqEpηq by Epχq which is easy to see from
Lemma 1.1. We obtain at last:
Theorem 4.1. Let n be an odd integer. Let F “ F`K with F` a totally real field
of degree n over Q and K a quadratic imaginary field as before. Assume that F
is cyclic over K. Let χ be a regular conjugate self-dual algebraic Hecke character
of F satisfying Hypothesis 4.1. Put Π “ Πpχq the automorphic induction of χ
from GL1pAF q to GLnpAKq. The automorphic period of Π defined in section 3.2
satisfies:
(.) P psqpΠq „Epχq D
1{2
F`
GpεKq
´rn
2
sppχˇ,Φs,χq
equivariant under action of GK.
4.3. Even dimensional case. Now let n be an even positive integer. Let F “
F`K with F` a totally real field of degree n over Q. We still assume F is cyclic
over K.
Let χ be an algebraic conjugate self-dual Hecke character of F with infinity type
χ8pzq “
nś
i“1
σi
ˆ
z
z
˙ai
, ai P Z. We assume also χ ‰ χ
τ for all 1 ‰ τ P GalpF {Kq
and the Hypothesis 4.1
It follows that Πpχq, the automorphic induction of χ fromGL1pAF q toGLnpAKq,
is still cuspidal conjugate self-dual. It has infinity type pzaiz´aiq1ďiďn. Since n is
even, Πpχq is no longer algebraic. We then consider Πpχqb || ¨ ||
´ 1
2
AK
. It is algebraic
but not conjugate self-dual.
By Lemma 1.3, we may take ψ an algebraic Hecke character of Q such that
ψψc “ || ¨ ||AK with infinity type z
1z0 and unramified at all places over q. We
define Π :“ Πpχq b || ¨ ||
´ 1
2
AK
ψ. The infinity type of Π is pzai`
1
2z´ai´
1
2 q1ďiďn. It is
a regular, cohomological, conjugate self-dual and supercuspidal at places dividing
q. In one word, Π satisfies all the conditions in Theorem 3.2. We may assume
EpΠq “ EpχqEpψq up to finite extension.
Let η and m be as in the last part of Section 4.1. We have (see equation (.)):
(.) Lpm`
1
2
,Πb ηq „EpχqEpψqEpηq p2piiq
mn`n
2 GpεKq
rn
2
sP psqpΠqppηˇ, 1qsppηˇ, ιqn´s
equivariant under action of GK and with both sides non zero.
On the other hand, we have
Lpm`
1
2
,Πb ηq “ Lpm`
1
2
,Πpχq b || ¨ ||
´ 1
2
AF
ψηq
“ Lpm,Πpχq b ψηq
“ Lpm,χb ppψηq ˝NAF {AKqq.(.)
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Note that the character χbppψηq˝NAF {AK q has infinity type
ś
1ďiďn
σa`ai`1i σ¯
b´ai
i .
It is critical under the assumption that a´ b` 2ai ` 1 ‰ 0 for all i.
We define Φs,χ a CM type of F by σi P Φs,χ if a ´ b ` 2ai ` 1 ă 0; σ¯i P Φs,χ if
a´ b` 2ai` 1 ą 0. It is compatible with χb ppψηq ˝NAF {AKq. It depends only on
s and χ. Moreover, Φs,χXtσi, 1 ď i ď nu has s elements. We refer to the previous
section for an explanation of this fact.
We now apply Blasius’s result and get:
Lpm,χbppψηq˝NAF {AK q „EpχqEpψqEpηq D
1{2
F`
p2piiqmnpppχbppψηq˝NAF {AK qq
c,´1,Φs,χq
equivariant under action of GK .
Apply Proposition 1.1,
Lpm,χb ppψηq ˝NAF {AKqq „EpχqEpψqEpηq
D
1{2
F`
p2piiqmnppχˇ,Φs,χqppψˇ ˝NAF {AK ,Φs,χqppηˇ ˝NAF {AK ,Φs,χq
equivariant under action of GK .
By Proposition 1.1 and the same calculation as in the previous section, we have
ppψˇ ˝NAF {AK ,Φs,χq „Epηq ppψˇ, 1q
sppψˇ, ιqn´s
and ppηˇ ˝NAF {AK ,Φs,χq „Epηq ppηˇ, 1q
sppηˇ, ιqn´s
equivariant under action of GK .
We then get
Lpm,χb ppψηq ˝NAF {AKqq „EpχqEpψqEpηq
D
1{2
F`
p2piiqmnppχˇ,Φs,χqppψˇ, 1q
sppψˇ, ιqn´sppηˇ, 1qsppηˇ, ιqn´s(.)
equivariant under action of GK .
Comparing this formula with (.) and (.), we deduce at last that equivariant
under action of GK :
P psqpΠpχqq „EpχqEpψqEpηq D
1{2
F`
p2piiq´
n
2GpεKq
´rn
2
sppχˇ,Φs,χqppψˇ, 1q
sppψˇ, ιqn´s
Note ppψˇ, 1q simply by ppψq and then ppψˇ, ιq “ pppˇψcq, 1q “ ppψcq. Varying η,
we obtain at last:
Theorem 4.2. Let n be an even integer. Let F “ F`K with F` totally real of
degree n over Q and K a quadratic imaginary field as before. Assume that F is
cyclic over K. Let χ be a regular conjugate self-dual algebraic Hecke character
of F . Put Π “ Πpχq b || ¨ ||
´ 1
2
K ψ where ψ is a Hecke character of K such that
ψψc “ || ¨ ||AK and ψ8pzq “ z. The automorphic period of Π defined in section 3.2
then satisfies:
(.) P psqpΠq „EpχqEpψq D
1{2
F`
p2piiq´
n
2 GpεKq
´rn
2
sppχˇ,Φs,χqppψq
sppψcqn´s
equivariant under action of GK.
Remark 4.2. Notice that MpΠqpn
2
q “ Mpχq bMpψq. The above result is com-
patible with M. Harris’s calculation on relations of periods by twisting of Hecke
characters (see section 2.9 of [Har97] equation p2.9.15q).
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5. Application: simplification of Archimedean local factors
We can now refine the Archimedean local factors in 3.3 first in the case Π and
Π1 come from a Hecke character and then for general Π and Π1.
Let F` and F 1` be two totally real fields of degree n and n´1 respectively over
Q and set F “ KF`, F 1 “ KF 1` where K is always a quadratic imaginary field.
We assume that F and F 1 are cyclic over K. Put L “ FF 1. It is easy to see that
L is a CM field of degree npn ´ 1q over K.
Recall that σ1, σ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σn are the complex embeddings of F which are trivial on
K. Similarly, we denote by σ11, σ
1
2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σ
1
n´1 the complex embeddings of F which
are trivial on K. For every pj, kq with 1 ď j ď n and 1 ď k ď n ´ 1, we define
τjk a complex embedding of L “ FF
1 such that τjk|F “ σj and τjk|F 1 “ σ
1
k. Hence
tτjk|1 ď j ď n, 1 ď k ď n ´ 1u are all the complex embeddings of L which are
trivial on K.
We take χ and χ1 two algebraic regular conjugate self-dual Hecke characters
of F and F 1. We assume both χ and χ1 satisfy the Hypothesis 4.1. Denote the
infinity type of χ by
ś
1ďjďn
σ
aj
j σ
´aj
j with a1 ą a2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą an and the infinity type
of χ1 by
ś
1ďkďn´1
σ
1a1
k
k σ
1
k
´a1
k with a11 ą a
1
2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą a
1
n. We assume χ and χ
1 are very
regular which means that aj ´ aj`1 ě 3 for all j and a
1
k ´ a
1
k`1 ě 3 for all k.
We define Π :“ Πpχq and Π1 :“ Πpχ1qb||¨ ||
´ 1
2
AK
ψ if n is odd; Π :“ Πpχqb||¨ ||
´ 1
2
AK
ψ
and Π1 :“ Πpχ1q if n is even where ψ is a character of K defined in Lemma 1.3. We
assume moreover pΠ,Π1q satisfies the Hypothesis 3.1. We can then apply Theorem
3.3 to pΠ,Π1q.
5.1. The case n odd. Let us assume firstly that n is odd. In this case, the infinity
type of Π is pzajz´aj q1ďjďn and the infinity type of Π
1 is pzak`
1
2z´ak´
1
2 q1ďkďn´1.
Hypothesis 3.1 becomes:
Hypothesis 5.1.
´an ą a
1
1 ě ´an´1 ą a
1
2 ě ´an´3 ą a
1
3 ¨ ¨ ¨ ě ´a2 ą a
1
n´1 ě ´a1
Under this hypothesis, we can apply Theorem 3.3 to pΠ,Π1q. We get, for critical
point s “ m` 1
2
of Lps,Πˆ Π1q with m ě 0,
Lpm`
1
2
,Πˆ Π1q „EpΠqEpΠ1q ppm,Π8,Π
1
8qZpΠ8qZpΠ
1
8q
n´1ź
j“1
P pjqpΠq
n´2ź
k“1
P pkqpΠ1q
equivariant under action of GK .
By equation (.) and (.), for all 1 ď j ď n ´ 1 and 1 ď k ď n´ 2
P pjqpΠq „Epχq D
1{2
F`
GpεKq
´n´1
2 ppχˇ,Φj,χq;
P pkqpΠ1q „Epχ1qEpψq D
1{2
F 1`
p2piiq´
n´1
2 GpεKq
´n´1
2 ppχˇ1,Φk,χ1qppψq
kppψcqn´1´k
equivariant under action of GK .
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Note that Φj,χ “ tσ¯1, σ¯2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σ¯n´j, σn´j`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σn´1, σnu. We have
ppχˇ,Φj,χq „Epχq
ź
1ďiďn´j
ppχˇ, tσ¯iuq
ź
n´j`1ďiďn
ppχˇ, tσiuq
equivariant under action of GK by equation (.) in Proposition 1.1.
Similarly, we have that equivariant under action of GK :
ppχˇ1,Φk,χ1q „Epχ1q
ź
1ďiďn´k´1
ppχˇ1, tσ¯1iuq
ź
n´kďiďn´1
ppχˇ1, tσ1iuq.
Therefore, we deduce that for critical point s “ m ` n ´ 1 of MpΠq bMpΠ1q
with m ě 0,
Lpm` 1
2
,Πˆ Π1q „EpχqEpχ1qEpψq
D
n´1
2
F`
D
n´2
2
F 1`
GpεKq
´ p2n´3qpn´1q
2 ppm,Π8,Π
1
8qZpΠ8qZpΠ
1
8qˆ
p2piiq´
pn´1qpn´2q
2 rppψqppψcqs
pn´1qpn´2q
2
nś
j“1
ppχˇ, σjq
j´1ppχˇ, σ¯jq
n´j
n´1ś
k“1
ppχˇ1, σkq
k´1ppχˇ1, σ¯1kq
n´1´k
(.)
equivariant under action of GK .
Since ψψc “ || ¨ ||AK , we have
ppψqppψcq “ ppψˇ, 1qppψˇc, 1q „Epψq pp|| ¨ ||
´1
AK
, 1q „Epψq 2pii
equivariant under action of GK by equation (.) and (.).
Thus, equation (.) becomes
Lpm` 1
2
,Πˆ Π1q „EpχqEpχ1qEpψq D
n´1
2
F`
D
n´2
2
F 1`
GpεKq
´ p2n´3qpn´1q
2 ppm,Π8,Π
1
8qZpΠ8qZpΠ
1
8q
ˆ
nź
j“1
ppχˇ, σjq
j´1ppχˇ, σ¯jq
n´j
n´1ź
k“1
ppχˇ1, σkq
k´1ppχˇ1, σ¯1kq
n´1´k.(.)
equivariant under action of GK .
On the other hand, we have
Lpm`
1
2
,Πˆ Π1q
“ Lpm`
1
2
,Πpχq ˆ Πpχ1q b || ¨ ||
´ 1
2
AK
ψq
“ Lpm,Πpχq ˆ Πpχ1q b ψq
“ Lpm, pχ ˝NAL{AF qpχ
1 ˝NAL{AF 1 qpψ ˝NAL{AK qq.(.)
The infinity type of pχ˝NAL{AF qpχ
1˝NAL{AF 1 qpψ˝NAL{AKq is pz
aj`a
1
k
`1z´aj´a
1
kq1ďjďn,1ďkďn´1.
It is always critical, i.e. aj`a
1
k`1 ‰ ´aj´a
1
k for all j, k. Hence there exists Φχ,χ1
a unique CM type of L compatible with pχ ˝NAL{AF qpχ
1 ˝ NAL{AF 1 qpψ ˝ NAL{AK q.
More precisely, τj,k P Φχ,χ1 if and only if aj ` a
1
k ă 0. By Hypothesis 5.1, it is
equivalent to the condition that j ` k ě n` 1. similarly, τ j,k P Φχ,χ1 if and only if
j ` k ď n.
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Therefore, by Blasius’ result,
Lpm`
1
2
,Πˆ Π1q
„EpχqEpχ1qEpψq D
1{2
F`F 1`
p2piiqmnpn´1qpppχˇ ˝NAL{AF qpχˇ
1 ˝NAL{AF 1qpψˇ ˝NAL{AKq,Φχ,χ1q
„EpχqEpχ1qEpψq pDF`q
n´1
2 pDF 1`q
n
2 p2piiqmnpn´1qpppχˇ ˝NAL{AF qpχˇ
1 ˝NAL{AF 1 qpψˇ ˝NAL{AK q,Φχ,χ1q
(.)
equivariant under action ofGK . The last equation is due toD
1{2
F`F 1`
„Q pDF`q
n´1
2 pDF 1`q
n
2
by Lemma 1.2.
Moreover, by Proposition 1.1,
pppχˇ ˝NAL{AF qpχˇ
1 ˝NAL{AF 1 qpψˇ ˝NAL{AK q,Φχ,χ1q
„EpχqEpχ1qEpψq
ź
j`kěn`1
pppχˇ ˝NAL{AF qpχˇ
1 ˝NAL{AF 1 qpψˇ ˝NAL{AK q, τj,kq ˆź
j`kďn
pppχˇ ˝NAL{AF qpχˇ
1 ˝NAL{AF 1 qpψˇ ˝NAL{AK q, τ j,kq
„EpχqEpχ1qEpψq
ź
j`kěn`1
ppχˇ, τj,k|AF qppχˇ
1, τj,k|AF 1 qppψˇ, τj,k|AK q ˆź
j`kďn
ppχˇ, τ j,k|AF qppχˇ
1, τ j,k|AF 1 qppψˇ, τ j,k|AK q
„EpχqEpχ1qEpψq
ź
j`kěn`1
ppχˇ, σjqppχˇ
1, σ1kqppψˇ, 1q ˆ
ź
j`kďn
ppχˇ, σjqppχˇ
1, σkqppψˇ, ιq
„EpχqEpχ1qEpψq
nź
j“1
ppχˇ, σjq
j´1ppχˇ1, σjq
n´j ˆ
n´1ź
k“1
ppχˇ1, σ1kq
kppχˇ1, σ1kq
n´k ˆ
rppψˇ, 1qppψˇ, ιqs
npn´1q
2
„EpχqEpχ1qEpψq p2piiq
npn´1q
2
nź
j“1
ppχˇ, σjq
j´1ppχˇ1, σjq
n´j ˆ
n´1ź
k“1
ppχˇ1, σ1kq
kppχˇ1, σ1kq
n´k
equivariant under action of GK .
We assume moreover Lpm ` 1
2
,Π ˆ Π1q ‰ 0. It is always true when m ě 1
since in this case m is in the absolutely convergent range. We compare the above
equation with equation (.) and (.) and get:
ppm,Π8,Π
1
8qZpΠ8qZpΠ
1
8q
„EpχqEpχ1qEpψq p2piiq
pm` 1
2
qnpn´1q
GpεKq
p2n´3qpn´1q
2
n´1ź
k“1
ppχˇ1, σ1kqppχˇ
1, σ1kq
equivariant under action of GK .
Note that χ1 is conjugate self-dual, thus χ1χ1c is the trivial character and then
we have
ppχˇ1, σ1kqppχˇ
1, σ1kq „Epχ1q ppχˇ
1, σ1kqppχˇ
1c, σ1kq „Epχ1q ppχˇ
1χˇ1c, σ1kq „Epχ1q 1
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equivariant under action of GK .
We remark that GpεKq P K
ˆ and hence GpεKq „K 1 equivariant under action
of GK . Hence we have
ppm,Π8,Π
1
8qZpΠ8qZpΠ
1
8q „EpχqEpχ1qEpψq p2piiq
pm` 1
2
qnpn´1q
equivariant under action of GK .
Note that both sides of the above equation depend only on χ8, χ
1
8 and ψ8 “ z,
thus the relation „EpχqEpχ1qEpψq can be improved to „KEpχ8qEpχ18q.
Remark 5.1. We have assumed both Epχq and Epχ1q contain K. But Epχ8q
or Epχ18q defined as the definition fields for certain algebraic representations in
Section 1.1 may not contain K in general.
We deduce finally that:
Theorem 5.1. Assume n is an odd integer. Let K be a quadratic field and F “
F`K, F 1 “ F 1`K be two CM fields of degree n and n ´ 1 over K and cyclic
over K. Let χ and χ1 be two algebraic, conjugate self-dual and very regular Hecke
character of F and F 1 satisfying Hypothesis 4.1.
We write Π :“ Πpχq and Π1 :“ Πpχ1q b || ¨ ||
´ 1
2
AK
ψ where ψ is a Hecke character
of K such that ψψc “ || ¨ ||AK and ψ8pzq “ z.
Let m ě 0 be an integer such that m ` n ´ 1 is critical for MpΠq bMpΠ1q. If
m “ 0, we assume moreover that Lpm` 1
2
,Πˆ Π1q ‰ 0.
We then have:
ppm,Π8,Π
1
8qZpΠ8qZpΠ
1
8q „KEpχ8qEpχ18q p2piiq
pm` 1
2
qnpn´1q
equivariant under action of GK.
Here ppm,Π8,Π
1
8q, ZpΠ8q and ZpΠ
1
8q are Archimedean local factors defined in
chapter 6 of [GH].
5.2. The case n even. Now we assume n to be even. In this case, the infinity
type of Π is pzaj`
1
2z´aj´
1
2 q1ďjďn and the infinity type of Π
1 is pzakz´akq1ďkďn´1.
The Hypothesis 3.1 remains the same as 5.1
´an ą a
1
1 ě ´an´1 ą a
1
2 ě ´an´3 ą a
1
3 ¨ ¨ ¨ ě ´a2 ą a
1
n´1 ě ´a1
Under this hypothesis, for s “ m`n´ 1 a critical value of MpΠqbMpΠ1q with
m ě 0,
Lpm`
1
2
,Πˆ Π1q „EpΠqEpΠ1q ppm,Π8,Π
1
8qZpΠ8qZpΠ
1
8q
n´1ź
j“1
P pjqpΠq
n´2ź
k“1
P pkqpΠ1q
equivariant under action of GK .
By equation (.) and (.), for all 1 ď j ď n ´ 1 and 1 ď k ď n´ 2
P pjqpΠq „Epχq D
1
2
F`
p2piiq´
n
2GpεKq
´n
2 ppχˇ,Φj,χqppψq
jppψcqn´j;
P pkqpΠ1q „Epχ1qEpψq D
1
2
F 1`
GpεKq
´n´2
2 ppχˇ1,Φk,χ1q
equivariant under action of GK .
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We repeat the calculation in previous section and get, for a critical point s “
m` 1
2
of Lps,Πˆ Π1q with m ě 0:
Lpm` 1
2
,Πˆ Π1q „EpχqEpχ1qEpψq D
n´1
2
F`
D
n´2
2
F 1`
GpεKq
´ 2n
2´5n`4
2 ppm,Π8,Π
1
8qZpΠ8qZpΠ
1
8q ˆ
nź
j“1
ppχˇ, σjq
j´1ppχˇ, σ¯jq
n´j
n´1ź
k“1
ppχˇ1, σkq
k´1ppχˇ1, σ¯1kq
n´1´k(.)
equivariant under action of GK .
On the other hand,
Lpm`
1
2
,Πˆ Π1q
“ Lpm`
1
2
,Πpχq b || ¨ ||
´ 1
2
AK
ψ ˆ Πpχ1qq
“ Lpm,Πpχq b ψ ˆ Πpχ1qq
“ Lpm, pχ ˝NAL{AF qpχ
1 ˝NAL{AF 1 qpψ ˝NAL{AK qq.
As in the previous section, by Blasius’ result and Proposition 1.1, we have that
equivariant under action of GK :
Lpm`
1
2
,Πˆ Π1q
„EpχqEpχ1qEpψq D
1
2
F`F 1`
p2piiqmnpn´1qpppχˇ ˝NAL{AF qpχˇ
1 ˝NAL{AF 1qpψˇ ˝NAL{AKq,Φχ,χ1q
„EpχqEpχ1qEpψq D
1
2
F`F 1`
p2piiqmnpn´1qpppχˇ ˝NAL{AF qpχˇ
1 ˝NAL{AF 1qpψˇ ˝NAL{AKq,Φχ,χ1q
„EpχqEpχ1qEpψq D
1
2
F`F 1`
p2piiqpm`
1
2
qnpn´1q
nź
j“1
ppχˇ, σjq
j´1ppχˇ1, σjq
n´j ˆ
n´1ź
k“1
ppχˇ1, σ1kq
kppχˇ1, σ1kq
n´k
„EpχqEpχ1qEpψq D
n´1
2
F`
D
n
2
F 1`
p2piiqpm`
1
2
qnpn´1q
nź
j“1
ppχˇ, σjq
j´1ppχˇ1, σjq
n´j ˆ
n´1ź
k“1
ppχˇ1, σ1k´1q
kppχˇ1, σ1kq
n´k´
(.)
where the last equation is due to the fact that χχc is trivial.
If Lpm ` 1
2
,Π ˆ Π1q ‰ 0, we compare the above equation with equation (.)
and (.) and get:
ppm,Π8,Π
1
8qZpΠ8qZpΠ
1
8q „KEpχqEpχ1qEpψq p2piiq
pm` 1
2
qnpn´1qGpεKq
2n2´5n`4
2
equivariant under action of GK .
Finally, since GpεKq „K 1 equivariant under action of GK and both sides of the
above equation depend only on χ8, χ
1
8 and ψ8 “ z, we deduce that:
Theorem 5.2. Assume n is an even integer. Let K be a quadratic field and
F “ F`K, F 1 “ F 1`K be two CM field of degree n and n ´ 1 over K and cyclic
over K. Let χ and χ1 be two algebraic, conjugate self-dual and very regular Hecke
character of F and F 1 satisfying Hypothesis 4.1.
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We write Π :“ Πpχq b || ¨ ||
´ 1
2
AK
ψ and Π1 “ Πpχ1q where ψ is a Hecke character
of K such that ψψc “ || ¨ ||AK and ψ8pzq “ z.
Let m ě 0 be an integer such that m ` n ´ 1 is critical for MpΠq bMpΠ1q. If
m “ 0, we assume moreover that Lpm` 1
2
,Πˆ Π1q ‰ 0.
We have:
ppm,Π8,Π
1
8qZpΠ8qZpΠ
1
8q „KEpχ8qEpχ18q p2piiq
pm` 1
2
qnpn´1q
equivariant under action of GK.
Here ppm,Π8,Π
1
8q, ZpΠ8q and ZpΠ
1
8q are Archimedean local factors defined in
chapter 6 of [GH].
5.3. Final remarks. In both cases (n even or odd), we have got the same result:
ppm,Π8,Π
1
8qZpΠ8qZpΠ
1
8q „KEpΠ8qEpΠ18q p2piiq
pm` 1
2
qnpn´1q
here Π8 and Π
1
8 are obtained from Hecke characters as in previous sections.
Note that for any pΠ,Π1q as in Section 3.4, we may find Hecke characters χ and
χ1 such that Π8 and Π
1
8 are the same as the representations we got from χ and
χ1 in previous sections. Therefore, the above result can be generalized to any pair
pΠ,Π1q which satisfy the conditions in Section 3.4. Let us give more details on
this point.
Definition 5.1. Let K be a quadratic imaginary field and F be a CM field con-
taining K. For χ an algebraic Hecke character of K, define Πχ :“ Πpχq if the
degree of F over K is odd; Πχ :“ Πpχq b || ¨ ||
´ 1
2
AK
ψ if the degree of F over K is
even where Πpχq is the automorphic induction of χ from GL1pAF q to GLnpAKq
where n is the degree of F over K and ψ is a fixed algebraic Hecke character of
K with infinity type z1z0 such that ψψc “ || ¨ ||AK (c.f. Lemma 1.3).
We first restate Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 together:
Theorem 5.3. Let K be a quadratic imaginary field and F` (resp. F 1`) be a
totally real field of degree n (resp. n´ 1) over Q. Let F “ F`K and F 1 “ F 1`K.
Assume F and F 1 are cyclic over K.
Let χ and χ1 be two algebraic regular conjugate self-dual Hecke characters of F
and F 1 satisfying Hypothesis 4.1 and Hypothesis 5.1. Put Π “ Πχ and Π
1 “ Πχ1.
Let m ě 0 be an integer such that m ` n ´ 1 is critical for MpΠq bMpΠ1q. If
m “ 0, we assume moreover that Lpm` 1
2
,Πˆ Π1q ‰ 0.
Then the archimedean local factors defined in chapter 6 of [GH] satisfy that:
ppm,Π8,Π
1
8qZpΠ8qZpΠ
1
8q „KEpχ8qEpχ18q p2piiq
pm` 1
2
qnpn´1q.
Lemma 5.1. Let n be an integer positive and K be a quadratic imaginary field.
Let F` be a totally real field of degree n over Q. Put F “ F`K a CM field. If Π
is an algebraic cuspidal representation of GLnpKq then there exists χ an algebraic
Hecke character of F which satisfies Hypothesis 4.1 such that Π8 – Πχ,8.
Furthermore, if Π is conjugate self-dual, we may have in addition that χ is
conjugate self-dual.
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Proof. We denote the infinity type of Π by pzaizbiq1ďiďn with ai, bi P Z `
n ´ 1
2
.
By Lemma 3.2, ai ` bi is a constant independent of i. If n is odd, we may take
χ an algebraic Hecke character of F satisfying Hypothesis 4.1 with infinity type
(σaii σ
bi
i q1ďiďn. If n is even, may take χ an algebraic Hecke character of F satisfy-
ing Hypothesis 4.1 with infinity type pσ
ai´
1
2
i σ
bi`
1
2
i q1ďiďn. Here σ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σn are the
embeddings from F to C which are trivial on K as before. The existence of χ is
guaranteed by the fact that ai` bi is a constant (see Lemma 4.1.1 and paragraphs
before Lemma 4.1.3 in [CHT08]). It is easy to see that Π8 and Πχ,8 have the
same infinity type and then are isomorphic to each other.
If Π is conjugate self-dual, we see that χ8 is conjugate self-dual. In particular,
χ|F` is trivial at infinity places. By Lemma 4.1.4 of [CHT08], we may find φ an
algebraic Hecke character of F with trivial infinity type such that φφc “ χχc.
From the proof of Lemma 4.1.4 of loc.cit, we see that ψ can be trivial at places
over q. Put χ1 “ χφ´1. It is then a conjugate self-dual Hecke character which
satisfies Hypothesis 4.1 and the condition Π8 – Πχ1,8.
l
The above lemma allow us to generalize Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 to arbi-
trary pair pΠ,Π1q which satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.3. We remark that
Hypothesis 3.1 and Hypothesis 3.2 only concern the infinity type of the represen-
tation. Therefore, if pΠ,Π1q satisfies Hypothesis 3.1 and 3.2, then pΠχ,Πχ1q also
satisfies these hypothesis where χ and χ1 are characters associated to Π and Π1 as
in the above lemme.
Note that an extra condition on the non vanishing of L-function will be needed
when m “ 0:
Hypothesis 5.2. For Π and Π1 conjugate self-dual algebraic cuspidal representa-
tions of GLnpAKq and GLn´1pAKq, there exists Hecke characters χ and χ
1 of F
and F 1 such that:
‚ χ and χ1 are conjugate self-dual;
‚ Π8 – Πχ,8 and Π
1
8 – Πχ1,8;
‚ Lp
1
2
,Πχ ˆ Πχ1q ‰ 0.
We can generalize Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 as follows:
Theorem 5.4. Let Π and Π1 be cuspidal representations of GLnpAKq and GLn´1pAKq
as in Section 3.4, i.e. Π and Π1 are very regular, cohomological, conjugate self-
dual, supercuspidal at places over q and their infinity types satisfy Hypothesis 3.1.
Let m ě 0 be an integer such that m ` n ´ 1 is critical for MpΠq bMpΠ1q. If
m “ 0, we assume moreover Hypothesis 5.2.
We then have
ppm,Π8,Π
1
8qZpΠ8qZpΠ
1
8q „KEpΠ8qEpΠ18q p2piiq
pm` 1
2
qnpn´1q
equivariant under action of GK.
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Consequently,
Lpm`
1
2
,Πˆ Π1q „EpΠqEpΠ1q p2piiq
pm` 1
2
qnpn´1q
n´1ź
j“1
P pjqpΠq
n´2ź
k“1
P pkqpΠ1q
equivariant under action of GK.
Remark 5.2. The above result is compatible with the Deligne conjecture and M.
Harris’s calculation on the Deligne period.
Recall that the Deligne conjecture predicts
Lpn ´ 1`m,MpΠq bMpΠ1qq „ c`pMpΠq bMpΠ1qpn´ 1`mqq.
The equation p4.12q of [GH] gives
c`pMpΠq bMpΠ1qpn ´ 1`mqq „ p2piiqpm`
1
2
qnpn´1q
n´1ź
j“1
PďjpΠq
n´2ź
k“1
PďkpΠ
1q
(see chapter 4 of [GH] for the notion). From the discussion after Theorem 4.27 in
[GH] we see that P psq „ Pďs in our case.
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